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INTRODUCTION

1.

On 8 August 1979, Gloucester City Council asked us to review the City's

boundaries, principally on the grounds that these had been overtaken by
development and yet had been left unchanged during local government
reorganisation.

The City Council claimed that the transfer of a number of

parishes from the District of Stroud and from the Borough of Tewkesbury would
reflect the pattern of community life and be conducive to the effective
operation of local government services.

We noted from the prior consultations

undertaken by the City Council that its request was opposed by Stroud District
Council, Tewkesbury Borough Council and all the. parish councils concerned.

2.

We considered Gloucester City Council's request, as required by section

48(5) of the Local Government Act 1972.

We recalled that in our Report No 1,

dealing with our proposals for the creation of new districts in the nonmetropolitan counties, we had considered the alternatives of'having five or six
districts in Gloucestershire.

We then decided that a pattern of six districts

would produce a more balanced result,but we were not able to accept the precise
pattern suggested to us by Gloucestershire County Council (which would have
resulted in larger Gloucester and Cheltenham districts than we proposed).because
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It was our task then to establish the general pattern of districts and to avoid
the division of existing local authority areas as far as possible.

The local

authorities representing Gloucester and Cheltenham advocated extensions of their
districts into contiguous urbanised areas but our report made it clear that the
detailed consideration of boundary adjustments would have to be deferred to a
later review.

Our proposals for the new Gloucester district were therefore

based on the existing County Borough, while our proposed new Cheltenham
district comprised the Municipal Borough of Cheltenham together with the Urban
District of Charlton Kings.

3.

We also recalled that when the Order seeking to implement our proposals came

before Parliament in December 1972,the then Minister accepted that there would
need to be a review of certain boundaries as soon as practicable after reorganisation and that the area between Gloucester, Tewkesbury and Cheltenham was
one of those in need of review.

4.

In the light of this history, it seemed to us that there was a prima facie

case for a review of Gloucester's boundaries, as requested by the City Council,
and that we would also need to examine those of Cheltenham.
question of timing.

We considered the

Our guidelines, set out in DOE Circular 33/78, stated that

because of our other commitments, any review not carried out within the period
1978-83 might have to be deferred until after 1990.

In response to our request

for their views on the timing of a review, Gloucestershire

County Council,

Stroud District Council and Tewkesbury Borough Council were opposed to a-review
at that time, while Gloucester City Council and Cheltenham Borough Council -

which submitted its own outline scheme for boundary changes - urged us to
undertake one without delay.

5.

We considered these views very carefully.

It was clear that we were

starting our consideration of this matter from a pattern of local government
which even in 1974 did not reflect the developing urban form in the central
part of Gloucestershire.

Moreover, our examination of the Structure Plan for

Gloucestershire, which had been approved, with modifications, by your
predecessor in September 1971, indicated that further residential and industrial
growth was expected in parts of the District of Stroud and the Borough of
Tewkesbury close to Gloucester and Cheltenham.

This reinforced our belief that

a review was necessary.

6,

We announced our intention of undertaking a review of the boundaries between

the Districts of Cheltenham, Gloucester, Stroud and Tewkesbury in a letter dated
31 March 1982, copies of which were sent to bodies and persons with an interest
in the review.

In the letter we invited Cheltenham Borough Council and

Gloucester City Council to prepare and publish an agreed

detailed scheme, in

accordance with the advice given in our Report No 287, and submit it to us for
consideration.

We asked the two District Councils to assist in giving publicity

to the start of the review by arranging for notices to be inserted in the local
press and on public notice boards.

We also explained that once the detailed

scheme had been published, any bodies or persons wishing to submit objections,
comments or counter - suggestions, should address them to us within eight weeks
of publication of the scheme.
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THE DETAILED SCHEME

7.

Gloucester City Council and Cheltenham Borough Council submitted their

scheme on 15 September 1983.

It was advertised in the local press and made

available for inspection over a period of eight weeks so that any comments could
be sent to us.

The scheme suggested the following transfers of parishes or

parts of parishes:-

(a)

To the City of Gloucester from the District of Stroud:Brookthorpe-with-Whaddon

Quedgeley

Hardwicke (part)

Upton St Leonards

Haresfield (part)

(b)

To the City of Gloucester from the Borough of Tewkesbury:Brockworth

Innsworth

Churchdown

Longford

Hucclecote

(c)

to the Borough of Cheltenham from the Borough of Tewkesbury:Badgeworth

Swindon

Leckhampton

Uckington

Prestbury

Up Hatherley

Shurdington

(d)

to the District of Cotswold from the Borough of Tewkesbury: Coberley

(e)

Cowley

to the District of Stroud from the Borough of Tewkesbury:Great Witcombe.

8.

Gloucester City Council argued that the planning policy framework, as laid

down in the County Structure Plan and amplified by Local Plans, recognised the
very close relationship between Gloucester and the surrounding parishes.

The

Council said the plans identified Gloucester as the main source of employment
and of other facilities and showed that the residential and industrial growth of
the City was taking place in the adjoining parishes, particularly in Brockworth,
Hardwicke and Quedgeley.

The Council argued that since these areas were not

within its administrative boundary, the phasing of development and the removal
of constraints on development were outside its control and would not take due
account of the effect on the City. Proper co-ordination of these matters was
more difficult when more than one local authority was involved, and a more
effective service would be provided if the adjoining parishes were to be
administered by the City Council.

9.

The City Council suggested that, in general terms, the pattern of community

life revealed a close relationship between the City and the surrounding
parishes, as demonstrated by the extent of the Gloucester Policy Area under the
County Structure Plan, the catchment areas of other public agencies centred on
Gloucester, journey-to-work data, the pattern of transport facilities, .the
existence of continuous urban development across and beyond the present district
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boundaries, and the relative proximity of the surrounding parishes to the City
compared with Stroud or Tewkesbury.

This proximity would enable the City

Council, it was said, to offer a more effective housing service and, through the
agency agreements with the County Council and the Regional Water Authority, to
provide highways and sewerage services not offered by the adjoining district
councils.

10.

Cheltenham Borough Council stated that it was neither convenient nor

equitable for the surrounding parishes to be outside the Borough's boundaries
when they formed an integral part of Cheltenham and made use of the Borough
Council's services without contributing to them in rates.

It said that, except

in Shurdington, the continuous development in these areas amounted to a
"community of place" with Cheltenham, while some estates straddled the existing
district boundary.

Other relevant factors were said to be the ease of access to

the town centre, the dependence on the town for employment, shopping and
recreational facilities, and the links with Cheltenham symbolised by the
Cheltenham racecourse at Prestbury Park.

11.

The Borough Council submitted that the planning framework for the Borough

and the surrounding areas had previously been the sole responsibility of the
County Council and that a unified approach to planning control was still the
correct one.

A major part of the development envisaged under the County

Structure plan would occur, it was said, southwest of Cheltenham, due mainly to
pressures originating from within the Borough, and administrative control over
it should rest with the Borough Council in view of the impact development would
have on the areas within the Borough's boundary.

The Borough Council further
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submitted that its refuse collection, housing, and parks services, as
well as highways and sewerage services (administered under agency agreements),
would be better placed to serve the surrounding areas than those of the present
authorities.

12.

On the financial implications, neither authority was able to predict the

precise effect of boundary changes on their income and expenditure; but they
thought it likely that certain fixed costs would be spread over a larger number
of rateable properties and that some variable costs would not necessarily
increase in proportion to changes in population.

The effect on Rate Support

Grant would also be difficult to predict since the criteria changed from year to
year.

As for the adjustment of individual local authority services to meet

increased demand, these would need to be examined in depth at a later stage.

COMMENTS ON THE DETAILED SCHEME

13.

Submissions opposing the detailed scheme were made by Stroud District

Council (representing the views also of the five parish councils affected in the
District), Tewkesbury Borough Council and the County Council.

14.

Stroud District Council stressed the importance of the wishes of the local

inhabitants.

It said that existing local government arrangements reflected

those wishes and the pattern of community interest.

It argued that the detailed

scheme had failed to show that the existing administrative system was incapable
of achieving the proper identification and phased release of land for
development;

the Council said there was adequate provision, within the frame-
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work of the County Structure Plan and Local Plans, for the housing and
industrial development needs of Gloucester and that the City Council was in fact
able to influence plans for development outside its own boundaries.

It was

argued that the administration of development control followed the same
procedure whichever local authority was responsible and that neighbouring local
authorities were consulted whenever they were affected by proposed development.

15.

In respect of individual parishes in the Stroud District, it was argued

that only Hardwicke and Quedgeley were involved in plans for further development
and that there would even then be a clear separation between them and
Gloucester.

It was also said that there was a clear contrast between the

settlements in Brookthorpe-with-Whaddon and Upton St Leonards, set in rural
landscapes, and the urban style development on the Gloucester side of the
existing district boundary.

The submission suggested that there was a sense of

separation from Gloucester and a vigorous village community life which was not
dependent upon the City, despite its acknowledged influence.

The conclusions

drawn by the City Council from journey to-work data, from the City's
accessibility, and from the catchment areas of other public services based in
the City, were regarded as unreasonable and irrelevant to the fixing of
administrative boundaries.

16.

The Stroud submission stated that boundary changes would upset the balance

of the six-district pattern in Gloucestershire.

It also said that the areas of

Stroud District sought by Gloucester City Council contained considerable

existing and potential rateable value, the loss of which would critically
affect the planned use of the District's resources.

The effect other changes

might have on the level of grant income was considered to be uncertain but the
District Council warned that the costs per head of rate-borne and grant-aided
expenditure by the City would rise with the addition of rural areas.

The

submission questioned the City Council's ability to provide the same standard
of service to these areas and particularly doubted its commitment to
administration at parish council level.

17.

Tewkesbury Borough Council's submission suggested that the pattern of local

government accepted by Parliament in 1972 had been a balanced one, that.there
was no evidence of any need for a review, and that the changes sought would
breach the guidelines on population laid down in 1972.

It was claimed that

there was universal support'from parish councils and residents for remaining
within the Borough.

The Council regarded the arguments relating to the

influence and role of Cheltenham and Gloucester as too generalised.

It denied

that there was any weakness in the operation of local government services which
could be cured by boundary changes.

There was said to be no evidence of

inefficiency in the discharge of the Borough's planning functions and no
substance to the supposed difficulty occasioned by more than one authority
operating within a single policy area, since the County Structure Plan and Local
Plans provided the necessary framework for co-ordination.

Nor, it was said, was

there any evidence that residents in the areas surrounding Cheltenham and
Gloucester were badly served by the Borough's housing administration and refuse
collection.

Moreover; there was no evidence that problems of accessibility to

the Borough's main offices inhibited ratepapers from making use of local
government services; on the contrary, these were organised to take account of
the geography of the District and included a network of contacts throughout
parishes.

On the financial effect of boundary changes.it was stressed that the

scheme would threaten the continued existence of the Borough of Tewkesbury,
which would face losses of nearly 50% of its population and rateable value.

18.

Gloucestershire County Council's submission suggested that the pattern of

local government established in 1974 had provided the right balance between
urban and rural areas and that the detailed scheme had not made a case for the
destruction of this balance.

It was clear to the County Council that the

viability of Tewkesbury Borough Council would be seriously eroded to the
detriment not only of that area but also of the pattern of local government in
Gloucestershire.

The County Council considered that the widespread opposition

to the scheme was a telling factor, and that there were no wholly exceptional
circumstances which merited reducing a district to half its present size.

The

County Council was critical of the use made by the Cheltenham and Gloucester
Councils of Structure Plan policy areas in support of the scheme and pointed out
that the scheme itself did not correspond to the Structure Plan's definition of
major urban areas.

The submission conceded that there were grounds for minor

adjustments to boundaries but not for the transfer of whole parishes.

As the

strategic planning authority, the County Council expressed concern at the
prospect of existing local plan areas being divided between Districts and said
this could hinder the implementation of strategic policies.

In the long term,

acceptance of the scheme might lead to pressure to amend Structure Plan policy
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areas and risk the development of a continuous urban area between Cheltenham and
Gloucester.

It was also considered that substantial changes would have an

impact on the provision of services by the County Council; in particular, the
task of securing a fair apportionment of resources would be made more difficult
in highways and education.

There would also be an unwelcome impact on the

county electoral arrangements,

19.

Cotswold District Council, in its comments on the detailed scheme, had no

objection to the transfer to its area of the parishes of Coberley and Cowley,
but it was concerned at the effect the scheme might have on the pattern of local
government in the County.

20.

In areas of Tewkesbury sought by Gloucester City Council,

Brockworth,

Churchdown, Hucclecote, Innsworth and Longford Parish Councils were all opposed
to the scheme.

In the areas of Tewkesbury sought by Cheltenham Borough

Council, Badgeworth, Shurdington, Swindon and Uckington Parish Councils were
wholly opposed, while Prestbury Parish Council expressed qualified opposition.
Leckhampton Parish Council had no firm view either way and Up Hatherley Parish
Council alone favoured the scheme.

21.

The Member of Parliament for West Gloucestershire and a number of

Conservative Party organisations opposed the scheme,as did the National and
Local Government Officers' Association.

Seven parish councils in Stroud and 22

in Tewkesbury which were not directly affected by the scheme expressed their
opposition to it.

There was also a large response from members of the public,
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particularly from Brookthorpe-with-Whaddon, Shurdington and Upton St Leonards.
Out of a total of 275 letters (and two petitions) only eleven expressed support
for the scheme.

22.

The reasons given by local residents oppposed to the scheme were many and

varied but may be summarised as follows:-

(a)

the feared loss of separate village or rural identities within

predominantly urban areas;

(b)

the absence of any community of interest with Cheltenham and

Gloucester;

(c)

the fear of further urban development;

(d)

a preference for a rural local authority and a satisfication with,,

existing services;

(e)

the feared loss of parish status within an enlarged Cheltenham or

Gloucester, and dislike of 'politicised' councils;

(f)

a fear of increased rates particularly in those areas remaining

within Stroud or Tewkesbury;

(g)

the threat to the viability of the Borough of Tewkesbury.
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OUR INITIAL CONCLUSIONS

23.

We considered the complex issues and the .often conflicting information

before us.

It was obvious that as centres for employment, shopping.and many

other facilities or services, and situated at the heart of communications and
transport facilities in the County, Gloucester and Cheltenham together exerted a
strong influence'not only on the immediately surrounding areas but also in the
County as a whole.

However these factors though relevant, would not necessarily

be conclusive in justifying substantial changes to district boundaries.

24.

A more significant factor in our assessment of the need for change,'Was the

pattern of existing and expected development generated by the growth of
Cheltenham and Gloucester across and beyond their present local government
boundaries.

However effectively local government services were currently being

provided or coordinated, it seemed evident that it was not conducive to
effective and convenient local government for the responsibility for such
closely connected areas to be divided between two or more district councils.

25.

We considered the pattern of parishes immediately round the two towns.

We

noted that they contained built up communities, often contiguous with the town
fringes, merging in some cases into quite extensive, more rural areas.

It

nevertheless seemed clear to us that these parishes as a whole must be bound to
Gloucester and Cheltenham by employment, shopping and social links.

We

concluded that if we were to attempt to confine the areas of transfer to the
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contiguously built up parts of those parishes - in itself a difficult task - we
would both fail to reflect those links and disrupt unnecessarily the continuity
of parish level representation.

Unless the built up area of the parish could

clearly be treated separately, we decided to favour in principle the transfer of
whole parishes.

This would have the additional advantage of enabling the

existing communities, and their parish representatives, to continue to monitor
the sensitive environmental balance within them between the built up and more
rural parts.

26.

However, we also had to take into account other factors in our

consideration of the case for the transfer of individual areas to Gloucester or
Cheltenham.

In particular there was significant local opposition in many of

these areas which, though not overriding, was bound to weigh in the balance
against change.

27.

A further important factor to be considered was the effect that a reduction

in population and financial resources might have on the District of Stroud and
the Borough of Tewkesbury.

In the case of Stroud, we noted that the District

Council had referred to the critical effect changes would have on the planned
use of resources but we saw no reason to believe that the suggested transfer of
certain areas would be crucial to the District's future existence.

We accepted

that there would be implications for resources but considered that loss of
responsibility for the areas in question.should ultimately result in significant
savings.

28.

However, in the case of the Borough of Tewkesbury, the County Council and

other local authorities had argued that its viability would be seriously
endangered if the detailed scheme were implemented, and we therefore paid
particularly close attention to this question.

It was claimed by proponents of

the detailed scheme that it would not reduce the Borough below the level of
population in a number of other districts in the country and that it could
therefore be assumed to remain viable.

But we were not sure this

assumption could safely be made. It was one thing to create a small district in
1974 when it would establish its organisation in line with its size and
resources; it might be another matter to reduce it to the same size after the
organisation had been set up and developed for a decade and longer.

It seemed

to us that changes on the scale suggested by Cheltenham Borough Council and
Gloucester City Council could so reduce the population and resources of the
Borough of Tewkesbury that in the particular circumstances of central
Gloucestershire its viability would be brought into question.

While we were not

bound to maintain the six-district pattern established in 1974, our guidelines
suggested that evidence of wholly exceptional circumstances would be required
for us to propose the abolition of the Borough of Tewkesbury.

Since there was

no such evidence before us, we believed that the maintenance of a reasonable
level of population, as the measure of viability, was likely to weigh heavily in
our consideration of the suggested changes.
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29.

Before coming to firm conclusions about our draft proposals, we invited

the County Council to enlarge on its views about the possible threat to the
viability of the Borough of Tewkesbury.

We wrote to the County Council on 7

December 1984 and copies of the letter were subsequently sent to each district
in the County for information.

30.

In reply, the County Council stated that the Borough's population should

not be allowed to fall below 70,000 since only at that level could increases in
rates and council house rents be held to a minimum.

The County Council went on

to suggest relatively minor boundary changes in some areas which would leave
Tewkesbury with a population of about 75,000.

As a result of this

correspondence we received further comments from Cheltenham Borough Council,
Stroud District Council, Tewkesbury Borough Council, four county councillors
writing jointly, five parish councils, the Members of Parliament for Stroud and
for West Gloucestershire and several local residents.

31.

In giving further consideration to the question of viability we noted that

the budget, estimates at various levels of population had been supplied to the
County Council by Tewkesbury Borough Council and we noted that they depended
largely on assumptions, both about the identity of areas which might be proposed
for transfer and about the future effect of the Rate Support Grant.

We were not

convinced that the figures had established beyond doubt the minimum population
and resources necessary for Tewkesbury or that a particular rise in rate levels,
in itself very difficult to predict accurately, was an appropriate criterion.
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Ue came to the conclusion that it was not possible to determine, by any
mathematical formula, minimum levels of population and resources necessary
for continued viability in view, for example,-of such factors as the substantial
margins of error involved in forecasting future expenditure and rate levels,and
the resource equalisation objectives of the Rate Support Grant.

We decided that

the proposals we believed necessary, which were considerably less extensive than
those advocated by Gloucester and Cheltenham, and would have resulted in a
population of about 60,000 for Tewkesbury, did not need to be .scaled down still
further to maintain it as a viable authority.

32.

As a separate issue, we noted that the detailed scheme had suggested the

transfer from the Borough of Tewkesbury to the District of Cotswold of the
parishes of Coberley and Cowley, and that this was supported by the two parish
councils.

The announcement in March 1982 of our intention to review the central

area of Gloucestershire had not referred to the Tewkesbury/Cotswold

boundary,

and we decided that we should first seek the detailed views of the County
Council and the two District Councils on this particular area.

We wrote to the

authorities on 20 December 1984 and copies were sent to the parish councils
concerned.

In their replies, both the County Council and Cotswold District

Council expressed their support for the transfer of the two parishes as wholly
in accordance with the criteria of DOE Circular 33/78.

Tewkesbury Borough

Council made no comment.
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OUR DRAFT'PROPOSALS

Churchdown. Innsworth and Longford

33.

In the light of our concern for the viability of Tewkesbury, the parish of

Churchdown appeared to be of key significance because of its large population,
its position between Cheltenham and Gloucester, and its close relationship with
the parish of Innsworth.

It seemed that if there were wholly convincing

arguments for the transfer of Churchdown to the City of Gloucester then the
parishes further to the south would come close to being detached from the main
area of the Borough of Tewkesbury; this would suggest their transfer from the
Borough and might cast serious doubts on the Borough's viability.

We accepted

that the relatively close proximity to Gloucester of the urban areas of
Churchdown, Innsworth and Longford parishes was an argument for their transfer
to the City, but we noted a clear separation, albeit a narrow one, represented
by the Northern Link by-pass and an area of Green Belt (as defined in the
adopted Gloucester North Environs Local Plan).

None of the parish councils

wanted substantial changes.although Innsworth and Longford Parish Councils
supported the adoption of the by-pass as a well-defined northern boundary which
would eliminate any existing boundary anomalies.

We therefore decided not to

include the whole parishes of Churchdown, Irinsworth and Longford in Gloucester,
and instead to propose only minimal change by using the by-pass as the City's
northern boundary in this area.
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Hucclecote and Brockworth

34.

We noted a continuity between the adjoining urban area of Gloucester

(itself known as Hucclecote) and the adjacent developed areas of Hucclecote and
Brockworth parishes, including the Gloucester Trading Estate, and concluded that
the significance of this close connection for the pattern of community life and
the more effective operation of local government services clearly outweighed the
local opposition already expressed to inclusion in the City.

We therefore

decided to propose the transfer of these developed areas to Gloucester, but that
the rural area of Hucclecote north of the M5 should remain in Tewkesbury and be
transferred to the parish of Churchdown; the A417 would then continue to form
Gloucester's eastern boundary in this sector. Similarly, we decided to limit the
area of Brockworth to be transferred by retaining within Tewkesbury the rural
part of Brockworth immediately south of the M5; this too would be transferred to
the parish of Churchdown.

We thought it right in this instance to depart from

our general preference for transferring whole parishes because of the size of
the rural areas which would then have to be transferred and the implications for
the remaining areas of Tewkesbury further south-east.

We proposed that the

areas of Brockworth and Hucclecote which would be transferred should retain
their parish councils within the City of Gloucester.

Badgeworth. Great Witcombe. Shurdineton and Uckington

35.

We did not consider that there was any sufficently close connection between

Cheltenham and the communities of Shurdington and Uckington for the transfer of
these parishes to be desirable.

We came to a similar conclusion in respect of
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the rural areas of the parish of Badgeworth and, as a consequence, we saw no
need to transfer the parish of Great Witcombe to Stroud, as the detailed scheme
had proposed.

However, the closely developed area of The Reddings, in the

parish of Badgeworth, seemed to us to be much more a part of Cheltenham and we
decided that in this instance it would be necessary to split the parish of
Badgeworth by transferring The Reddings to Cheltenham.

Prestbury and Swindon

36.

In the light of surveys of public opinion, conducted in its parish,

Prestbury Parish Council suggested that some adjustment might be made to its
boundary with Cheltenham but it was opposed to the inclusion of the whole parish
in the Borough.

Swindon Parish Council and a substantial number of local

residents were opposed to any changes.

We considered these objections but we

felt bound to conclude that there was a very close connection between these
parishes and Cheltenham.

We noted the areas of housing and industrial estates

immediately adjoining the boundary and that there was no evidence of the kind of
separation between these areas and the villages of Prestbury and Swindon which
might have enabled us to limit the transfer to minor adjustments.

We concluded

that it would be preferable to propose the transfer of the whole parishes and
for them to continue as units of local government within an enlarged
Cheltenham.

Leckhampton and Up Hatherlev

37.

Up Hatherley Parish Council clearly favoured the transfer of the whole of

their parish with other areas to Cheltenham; this view seemed to reflect the
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wishes of local residents.

In Leckhampton, however, a survey conducted by the

Parish Council indicated that opinion there was more evenly divided with a
majority of people living in the built-up areas of North ward favouring
Cheltenham and a majority in the South ward preferring to remain in. Tewkesbury.
The"Parish Council's views reflected this division of opinion,

but it was

critical of some of the claims advanced by Cheltenham Borough Council that more
effective services could be provided within an enlarged Borough. We noted that
the residential areas of these parishes were virtually indistinguishable from
adjoining areas in Cheltenham.

Nor did there seem to be any real separation

between these residential areas and the more rural areas to the south.

Further

planned development in both parishes was likely to strengthen the connection
with Cheltenham.

We concluded that we should propose the transfer to Cheltenham

of both parishes in their entirety; any proposal to transfer only the
immediately adjoining areas'would divide local communities and endanger the
continued existence of the parishes and parish councils.

Quedgeley. Hardwicke and Haresfield

38.

Neither of the parish councils in Quedgeley and Hardwicke was in favour of

inclusion in Gloucester and there was opposition from some local residents.

We

considered that the existing residential and industrial development in Quedgeley
was closely linked to that in Gloucester and that the further development
planned would strengthen that connection.
of the parish should be transferred.

We therefore decided that the whole

The evidence in Hardwicke, however, was
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less clear cut.

Development in the north of the parish was adjacent to similar

development in Quedgeley and no further development was expected to the south of
Green Lane, which seemed to offer an acceptable boundary.

We concluded that the

greater part of Hardwicke should remain as a parish within Stroud while the
developed area should be transferred to Gloucester and amalgamated with the
parish of Quedgeley.

In order to secure a sensible boundary, it would be

necessary to transfer to Gloucester a very small area of the parish of
Haresfield north of the M5, leaving the greater part of the parish unchanged in
Stroud.

Upton St Leonards and Brookthorpe-with_-Wh_addgn

39.

We received about 150 letters from residents of Upton St Leonards of which

only one expressed support for the Gloucester case.

It was feared that there

would be further development as a consequence of boundary changes and that the
separate identity of the community, together with its parish council, would be
at risk.

It was also argued that the existing district boundary along the M5

was a logical one.

We noted these views but considered that while the M5

separated Upton St Leonards village from the developed areas of Gloucester,the
motorway, much of which is in a cutting, did not appear to form a real barrier
between the communities; moreover the already close connection would be
strengthened by the further development planned in Abbeydale', north of the M5.
We also noted that the parish was situated below the escarpment facing
Gloucester and that the ridge itself seemed to form a clear, natural boundary
between the areas and communities to the north and south.

'

.

Despite the strongly
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expressed local opposition, we concluded on balance that the close connection
with Gloucester justified the transfer of the parish to the City in the
interests of effective and convenient local government.

We decided to propose

that the parish council should continue as at present constituted in recognition
of the evident strength of community feeling.

40.

About 60 letters and a number of petitions were received from residents of

Brookthorpe-with-Whaddon, all in opposition to any change.

Despite the

proximity of this essentially rural parish to Gloucester we noted little
evidence that it had strong ties with the City and decided against proposing any
boundary changes in this area.

Coberley and Cowlev.

41.

We noted the generally favourable response to our letter of 20 December

1984 regarding these parishes and decided to propose their transfer to the
District of Cotswold.

Although this boundary had not been included in the

announcement of the review in March 1982,we decided that there had been
sufficient consultations for the procedures set out in section 60 of the Local
Government Act 1972 to be shortened,and for us to publish proposals for this
area at the same time as the main body of our draft proposals.

Minor and consequential changes

42.

We also included in our draft proposals some very minor changes designed to

produce better-defined district boundaries; these changes affected the parishes
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of Bishops Cleeve, Brookthorpe-with Whaddon, Cranham, Elmore, Great Uitcombe,
Maisemore, Painswick, Shurdington, Southam and Uckington,

We decided against

proposing any change to existing district or parish boundaries which would
become parish boundaries within an enlarged Cheltenham or Gloucester.

There

were anomalies in a number of those boundaries but we thought there would be
scope for enlarging some parishes so as to include adjoining areas presently
unparished, as in the case of Hucclecote.

We regarded such adjustments as more

appropriate to future parish reviews by Cheltenham Borough Council and
Gloucester City Council, in accordance with the duty of all district councils
to keep their parish patterns under review.

On the question of consequential

changes to electoral arrangements we decided as a first step to invite local
authorities to supply electorate figures for the areas affected by the proposed
changes and to suggest the consequential changes to electoral arrangements they
deemed appropriate, without prejudice of course,to our consideration of the
comments they might have on the proposed changes to administrative boundaries.

43.

Our draft proposals were published on 6 June 1986 in a letter addressed to

the five district councils concerned and to Gloucestershire County Council.
Copies were sent to all the persons and bodies who had received our previous
letter of 31 March 1982 and to those who had commented'on the detailed scheme.
The district councils were asked to publish a notice in the local newspapers and
to place copies of it on public notice boards.

They were also asked to place

copies of the draft proposals on deposit for inspection at their main offices
for a period of twelve weeks.

Initially, the deadline for comments was
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5 September 1986 but we decided, at the request of Tewkesbury Borough Council
and Hucclecote Parish Council, to extend it to 31 October 1986.

This was

announced in a letter of 7 August 1986 copies'of which were sent to all those
who had received the earlier letter.

THE RESPONSE TO OUR DRAFT PROPOSALS

44.

We received over 1260 representations in response to our-draft proposals -

from the principal local authorities and the parish councils affected, a
substantial number of local residents (some of whom had written to your
Department and whose letters were subsequently forwarded to us for
consideration), from five Members of Parliament and many other interested bodies
and persons.

A large number of the representations repeated views previously

stated in response to the detailed scheme submitted by Gloucester City Council
and Cheltenham Borough Council,but there were some substantial new comments.

45.

Gloucestershire County Council took the view that no changes should be made

to Tewkesbury's boundaries except to remove minor boundary anomalies.

In the

case of Stroud, it suggested that the M5 should be the boundary of Upton St
Leonards and that there should be no changes at Quedgeley or Hardwicke.

46.

Stroud District Council reaffirmed its complete opposition to the changes

proposed.

It emphasised the .strong local opposition in all the areas concerned

and the absence, as it saw it, of any close relationship between the City and
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the surrounding parishes.

The Council saw no evidence to suppose that local

government services would be improved and thought our proposals would upset the
balance in the county between urban and rural interests.

It pointed out that

the recent development of Quedgeley and Hardwicke had been in accordance with
the Structure Plan and the fact that Stroud was responsible for its detailed
planning had not prevented considerable resources being committed to the area.
On the question of the district's future resources, the Council said that the
loss of Hardwicke, Quedgeley and Upton St Leonards would necessitate a rate
increase of 1.33 pence in the pound in the remainder of the district, assuming
that rate support grant remained the same.

The Council said our reasons for

proposing the various changes were inconsistent and that we had ignored not only
the views of the local authorities we had consulted but also the views of the
great majority of the local inhabitants.

47.

Tewkesbury Borough Council stated that the substantial loss of income which

would be brought about by the removal of areas which had once been separate
rural communities but which now appeared to the Commission to be part of
Cheltenham or Gloucester,would make it impossible to provide services of an
acceptable standard in the remainder of the Borough.
not be relied upon to make up the budget deficit.

Rate support grant could

The Borough Council

maintained that neither the proponents of change nor the Commission had
demonstrated there would be any advantage in disturbing the status quo;

it

pointed out that the proposed reduction of the Borough's population to just
under 60,000 was contrary to the criterion laid down at the time of local
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government re-organisation that districts should have populations between
75,000 and 100,000.

The Council also referred to the widespread local

opposition to the proposals and suggested that any changes should be limited to
minor boundary changes supported by the local inhabitants.

48.

As part of its response, Tewkesbury Borough Council submitted a report by

Coopers and Lybrand Associates.

The report sought to assess the arguments for

change and to analyse its impact upon finance, organisation, planning,
development and services.

It suggested that Tewkesbury Borough Council would

not be able to reduce its manpower, and hence its costs, to the same extent as
the reduction in its income, and that, on past calculations, it was likely
central government grant would decrease.

The report acknowledged, however, that

the formulae for calculating grant could change and that there was provision for
boundary changes to be taken into account.

It nevertheless suggested that

substantial rate and rent increases would be needed to offset this reduction in
grant income and the anticipated increase in operational costs so as to maintain
services in the remaining area of the district.

It pointed out there would also

be transitional costs as a result of staff and office changes.

The report could

see no significant change in the scale and pace of development, as a result of
boundary changes, until the late 1990s.

The report observed no evidence of any

significant differences in the standards of services provided by each district
council and no evidence that services would improve as a consequence of change;
moreover, it suggested that neither Cheltenham nor Gloucester could provide
services more cost-effectively.

It suggested that despite acknowledged ties
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with these two centres, most of the parishes had a social and cultural
independence which argued for their remaining as parishes within a rural
district.

In reply to the argument that it was inequitable to be providing

leisure facilities for residents who made no contribution in rates to the
funding of those facilities, the report suggested that the facilities had been
voluntarily established and required a usage beyond the district's boundaries in
order to justify the investment.

The report pointed out that the major services

of education and social services were provided by the County Council,while those
provided by district councils were much smaller in scale.

It argued that the

location of district boundaries was accordingly of less consequence.

The

report's conclusions were that the advantages of the proposed changes did not
outweigh the disadvantages and that the costs of change and the impact on the
rates were therefore not justified.

49.

Cheltenham Borough Council and Gloucester City Council welcomed our

proposals.

However, the Borough Council suggested one minor boundary amendment

affecting the parish of Shurdington to take account of new development,and the
City Council restated its preference for the inclusion of the parish of Longford
and for the boundary it had originally suggested at Hardwicke.

It also

suggested that the proposed new Brockworth by-pass be used as the new boundary
north of Brockworth.

50.

Both the Borough and the City Council criticised the Coopers and Lybrand

report.

They doubted whether rate increases in the Borough of Tewkesbury would

necessarily result from boundary changes, particularly in view of the
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uncertainties surrounding local government finance and future levels of rate
support grant.

Although the proposed changes might lead to an increase in the

cost of providing services in Tewkesbury, it was thought likely that in the
longer term there would be economies appropriate to the reduced scale of
operations.

It was suggested that with 53 other districts in England and Wales

with less than 60,000 in population, size was evidently not crucial to viability
and that,if comparisons were made of per capita expenditure on the services
which all three districts provided, the figures would be very .similar.

51.

Our draft proposals were criticised by Cotswold District Council and Forest

of Dean"District Council, mainly on the grounds that they would seriously
undermine Tewkesbury Borough Council's ability to provide local government
services and would destroy the balance between urban and rural areas in the
county.

52.

Representations on behalf of constituents affected by the proposals were

made to us by several Members of Parliament, prospective parliamentary
candidates and political organisations.

Criticisms were also voiced by the

Tewkesbury branch of the National and Local Government Officers' Association,
the Gloucestershire Association of Parish and Town Councils and the
Gloucestershire branch of the Council for the Protection of Rural England.
There were a large number of letters from parish councils, residents and
organisations which were not directly affected by our proposals,but which were
concerned at the possibility of substantial rate increases in Stroud and
Tewkesbury should they be implemented.
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53.

We now deal with our proposals for individual areas.

Parish Council - and many of Che residents of the parish they affected their parish.

Only Up Hatherley
supported them as

The Parish Council argued that the pattern of local

government in central Gloucestershire no longer reflected the pattern of
community life, particularly in view of recent and planned growth to the southwest of Cheltenham, and that these areas would be more effectively and
conveniently administered from Cheltenham.

It also submitted suggestions for

the detailed amendment of the boundary changes proposed, and for revised parish
arrangements involving the area of The Reddings.

54.

In the adjoining parish, Leckhampton Parish Council again pointed to the

division of opinion in the parish but expressed an interest in the future parish
and electoral arrangements which might be appropriate in an enlarged Cheltenham.
Residents expressed views both for and against our proposals.

55.

Badgeworth Parish Council conceded that the area of The Reddings was close

to Cheltenham but maintained that it was more of a village community than an
urban extension of Cheltenham.

There was concern at the prospective loss both

of parish status and of the opportunity to examine planning applications.
of the letters from residents reflected these views.

Most

In a survey conducted by

the Parish Council, most of the people who recorded an opinion were opposed to
change.

56.

To the north of Cheltenham, the response to our proposals for the transfer

of Prestbury and Swindon was generally adverse.

Prestbury Parish Council
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reiterated its comments on the detailed scheme and the majority of the letters
from residents, including a petition, expressed opposition to our proposals,
mainly on the grounds that Prestbury's rural identity as a village would
disappear within a predominantly urban district.

However, some residents had no

doubt that Prestbury's interests were bound up with those of Cheltenham.

There

were also some suggestions that only the Lynworth area and the St Nicholas ward
might be transferred, leaving the remainder of the parish in Tewkesbury.

57.

Swindon Parish Council maintained that Swindon had remained predominantly

rural in character and that the village formed an active community which was not
dependent upon the town nor closely connected with it.

The Parish Council

feared rate increases without any corresponding benefits to residents.

In

planning terms, there would be no advantage in unifying adjacent urban areas
under one authority when the change of boundary would divide rural areas between
two authorities.

As with Prestbury, most of the letters from residents

expressed opposition to our proposals, mostly for the reasons set out by the
Parish Council but also because it was feared there would be no real role for
the parish council within an enlarged Cheltenham.

The few letters in support of

our proposals saw them as recognising the reality of Cheltenham's influence,and
one of the firms on the Kingsditch Lane Industrial Estate said the estate ought
to be within Cheltenham's jurisdiction.

58.

There was no local opposition to the minimal changes we had proposed to the

boundary between Gloucester and Tewkesbury at Longford and Innsworth.
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However,

there was considerable opposition and little support for our
i
proposals in other areas. Hucclecote Parish Council submitted the results of a
survey it had undertaken which showed that most residents were opposed to the
transfer of the parish.

The Parish Council's objections, and those from

individual residents, suggested that the parish was separated from the city by
the motorway and that, once absorbed, it would lose its sense of identity;
there was a danger that the Parish Council would cease to exist,

59.

Brockworth Parish Council also submitted a survey demonstrating opposition

to the changes proposed.

Almost all the letters received from residents argued

that Brockworth should be regarded as a separate village community;

a few

considered, however, that there was a close link with Gloucester.

60.

The strongest opposition of all came from Upton St Leonards.

letters received, 200 objected to our proposals.

Of the 205

The Upton St Leonards

Residents Action Association submitted detailed representations, including a
visual display and a petition.

Basing its findings on a survey of residents,

the Association denied that the parish depended upon the city for services or
that it had much in common with the urban communities on the other side of the
M5, which it regarded as a suitably well-defined boundary.

The Association

maintained that there was a clear difference between Upton and the new
developments in Abbeydale on the Gloucester side;

it said it was wholly

undesirable to allow the authority in whose district so much development had
occurred to add a thriving and contented rural community to its area, presumably
for the purpose of even further development.

The Association accused us of
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inconsistency by accepting the Northern Link by-pass as a suitable boundary to
the north of the City,while rejecting the M5 as inappropriate to the south-east,
and by regarding Brookthorpe-with-Whaddon as too rural to be included within
Gloucester while ignoring the considerable rural areas of Upton St Leonards.

61.

Upton St Leonards Parish Council, the district councillor for the area

and many of the residents who wrote to us voiced similar concerns.

Others

referred to the importance of agriculture in the parish and other factors
underlining the view that it did not naturally form part of Gloucester.

Many

people urged us to visit the parish, making the assumption that we could not
have considered transferring the parish if we had seen it for ourselves:

The

few individuals who supported our proposals argued that there was a community of
interest with Gloucester and that the village would thrive no matter which
authority administered it, provided the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty was
protected from development.

We also received letters from residents of

Sneedhams Green, in that part of the parish north west of the M5;

some of these

saw Gloucester as the logical authority to administer that area while others
voiced objections similar to those made by residents south of the motorway.

62.

Quedgeley Parish Council reaffirmed its opposition to the proposed transfer

of the parish to Gloucester.

It accepted that a public meeting called to

discuss the proposal and a survey organised by a political party had elicited
comparatively little response from the local inhabitants, many of whom had
recently moved there from the city.
majorities against the proposals.

However, in each instance, there were
The Parish Council pointed out that Quedgel'ey
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was now an area of residential growth and suggested that new residents had not
yet been there long enough to identify with the established community.

There

was concern about the amenities in the area and the Parish Council feared that
since the City Council's policy had been to oppose 'out-of-town' shopping
developments, the future development of facilities in Quedgeley would become
uncertain.

At the same time it feared that the new authority might expand and

accelerate development beyond that permitted by the Structure Plan.

We received

some letters from residents expressing concern at being transferred to an urban
authority but we also received a letter from agents on behalf of two local
landowners stating that the area had become a suburb of Gloucester,and that the
remaining development planned under the County Structure Plan would be best
administered by Gloucester City Council.

63.

Hardwicke Parish Council reported that nearly all the 100 or so residents

who had attended a public meeting had voted against our proposals.

We received

several letters of objection from residents together with a petition;
letters said the proposed boundary would split the Hardwicke community.

the
The

County Councillor representing Hardwicke and Quedgeley said that Hardwicke
should not be amalgamated with Quedgeley.

64.

Both Coberley and Cowley Parish Councils - and a resident - supported

our proposal to transfer the two parishes to the District of Cotswold, on the
grounds that they had a much closer affinity with the Cotswolds than with the
remote town of Tewkesbury.
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OUR ASSESSMENT OF THE RESPONSE TO OUR DRAFT PROPOSALS

65.

We have given very careful consideration to the many arguments which have

been put before us in response to our draft proposals.

We turn first of all to

the issues of general finance, including those raised in the Coopers and Lybrand
report.

It is argued in the report, as by Stroud and Tewkesbury District

Councils, which stand to lose substantial areas, that their loss of revenue will
not be balanced by savings from the ending of responsibility for them, and that
the resulting deficit will require a sharp increase in the rates levied in the
remainder of the districts.

The same fear has also been expressed by many

parish councils and residents of those areas not directly affected by our
proposals.

66.

Our guidelines do not suggest we should seek to establish in detail the

financial effects of boundary changes, such as the impact on the level of rates,
but rather that we should.satisfy ourselves generally as to the adequacy of the
resources available to an authority for the delivery of effective services.
The present system of local government finance has made provision for central
government grant to compensate for differences in rateable resources between
authorities and, while we note the view of Coopers and Lybrand, we do not see
why this should not apply when an authority, through boundary changes, has
suffered a loss of rateable value.

We are aware, of course, that the
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present system of local government finance is liable to undergo major changes
but we note that the Government's current proposals incorporate compensation for
differences in what local authorities need to spend to provide a standard level
of services.

67.

We have again considered the question of how we should assess whether an

authority like Tewkesbury, which may, as a result of this review, be
substantially reduced in size, remains in possession of sufficient resources to
discharge its functions.

It seems to us that one broad measure of viability

must be the level of population.

At the time of local government re-

organisation, your Department's guidelines (Circular 58/71) required the
Commission to recommend a pattern of districts ranging upwards in population
from 40,000, and in general to aim at populations within the ranges of
and 100,000.

75,000

It was made clear, however, that these could not be absolute

limits, having regard to local circumstances,and in the event many new districts
came into being with population levels above and below these guidelines.

Our

judgement is that with a population of about 60,000 - as would result from our
draft proposals - Tewkesbury should be able to continue as an effective
authority.

68.

We accept, of course, that there would be transitional costs as a

consequence of boundary changes.

We have seen no estimates of their extent but

we do not believe, in the light of past changes in local government structure,
that they are likely to be on such a scale or of such duration as to deter us
from proposing a new pattern of boundaries which we see as plainly more
conducive to effective and convenient local government.
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69.

It has been argued that the 'balance' achieved by the creation of six

districts of comparable size in Gloucestershire would be destroyed by our
proposed changes.

As we understand it, the fear is that, in what is still seen

as a predominantly rural county, the urban influence will be strengthened to the
detriment of rural interests, and that Tewkesbury in particular will be less
able to resist pressures for development in the central part of the County.
We do not, however, see why the county-wide allocation of resources should no
longer be capable of being made fairly because of changes to district boundaries
which, we consider, do no more than take account of the present pattern of.
community life and which reflect urban development rather than anticipate it.
We recognise that there may be particular problems for planning arising out of
the relatively close proximity of Cheltenham and Gloucester,but we do not
consider that we ought to scale down our proposals for this reason.

70.

Linked to this concern for the rural interests of the County is the

argument, whether put generally or in relation to particular localities, that
any boundary changes should be limited to the transfer of those urban areas
which either overlap existing boundaries or which immediately adjoin them.

The

County Council in particular has considered the possibility of making minor
adjustments which would leave areas designated as Green Belt,or Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty.outside the administrative areas of Gloucester or
Cheltenham.

Much of the public opposition to our proposals drew its strength

from the fear that boundary changes would be seen as an open invitation to
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further development in areas now protected.

However the strategic framework for

planning has been formulated, with due public consultation, by the County
Council, while detailed policies have been worked out, where necessary, by
District Local Plans which have been accepted as conforming with that strategic
framework.

We cannot anticipate future decisions which may be taken as part of

the continuing planning process and our proposals should not be seen as
expressing any view on the appropriateness of development in any particular
area.

We see no reason in principle why Gloucester and Cheltenham should not

have as much interest as the existing districts in administering and
safeguarding those environmentally sensitive areas which come within their
responsibility.

71.

The Coopers and Lybrand report and many of the other comments on our

proposals argued that although there might be advantages in change, in that
district boundaries should be relevant to the pattern of urban development,
these would not outweigh the problems and costs of change, and that there would
in practice be little difference in the standard of the services provided.

We

think the advantages are more than merely theoretical if, as a result of our
proposal, district boundaries reflect much more closely the pattern of community
life and thus provide a better framework for the effective operation of local
government services.

OUR FINAL PROPOSALS

72.

We now set out our final proposals for each of.the areas in turn.
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Prestburv

73.

Despite the local opposition to our draft proposals and the sense of local

community In the village of Prestbury itself, much of the development in this
parish is an extension of that in Cheltenham and the village is no longer a
separate entity.

We have concluded that the pattern of community life is

sufficiently bound up with that of Cheltenham for the separation between the two
to have little real meaning.

We have considered the various suggestions for

splitting the parish but we do not think any of these would be satisfactory in
view of the pattern of development.

We therefore propose that the whole parish

be transferred to Cheltenham while retaining its parish status and council.

Swindon

74.

We have considered the detailed arguments submitted to us, mainly from the

village, which forms the residential centre of the parish.

However, we believe

that here too the continuity of development across and beyond the present
boundaries is a particularly powerful argument for change;

it cannot be in the

interests of local government that such areas should be artificially divided
between two district councils.

It seems undeniable that, at the very least, the

immediately adjoining residential and industrial estates are essentially part of
Cheltenham.
account.

The objections received do not as a rule take this factor into

They argue, essentially, that the village and its rural hinterland,
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including Brockhampton, have very little community of interest with Cheltenham
and that there is neither need for change nor evidence to suppose that better
administration would ensue.

They claim our proposals take no account of the

wishes of the inhabitants and cannot logically be justified.

75.

We have been impressed by the strength of feeling, which undoubtedly

derives from the sense of community in and round the village, and we have very
carefully considered whether it would be possible to separate the village and
its rural hinterland from the area of the parish that we are sure should be
transferred to Cheltenham.

However the village is not a separate entity, being

closely linked by development to the areas to the south and thus with Cheltenham
itself.

Its residents are bound to be as closely affected by the presence of

the industrial estates as those in the nearby residential areas and it would
seem wrong to re-draw the boundary to exclude them.

As we have endeavoured to

explain, we are concerned, not with the detailed priorities and policies of
local authorities, which are a matter for local decision, but with establishing
the geographical framework most likely to be conducive to effective and
convenient local government.

On balance, we find that this objective will be

best secured by the transfer of the whole parish to Cheltenham, while retaining
its parish status and council.
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Up Hatherlev

76.

Local reaction to our proposals for this .parish was generally favourable

and we have found no reason to doubt the rightness of our previous conclusions
about it.

The Reddings

77.

Despite the opposition from Badgeworth Parish Council and some residents,

we remain convinced that The Reddings has markedly closer ties with Cheltenham
than with the more rural areas of Badgeworth.

For this reason, and because the

transfer of the whole parish would result in the parishes of Shurdington and
Great Witcombe (which we consider should remain in Tewkesbury) becoming detached
from that district, we have adhered to our proposal that only The Reddings,
which has well-defined'limits, should be transferred to Cheltenham.

We are

concerned at the loss of parish status that this division entails and we have
considered

whether we should make provision for The Reddings to become either

a new parish in its own right, or to form part of the neighbouring parish of Up
Hatherley, in view of the link which the proposed new road connecting the A40
and AA6 is expected to provide.

However, we understand that plans for this road

are still at an early stage and we have not found any evidence that local
opinion in The Reddings itself would support either absorption into the parish
of Up Hatherley or the creation of a separate parish. We continue to believe,
therefore, that this is a matter best left to local decision in the context of a
future parish review by the Borough of Cheltenham.-

Shurdington

78.

Cheltenham Borough Council and Up Hatherley Parish Council suggested that

we should take account of the pattern of new development based on the proposed
A40-A46 link road, planned to cross the northern-most part of the parish of
Shurdington,

As the alignment of this section of the road is more firmly

established than in the case of The Reddings, we have accepted their suggestion
and'propose that this section of the road and the small area to the north of it
should be transferred to Cheltenham as part of the Parish of Up Hatherley.

Leckhamp t on

79.

We have no doubt that the pattern of existing and expected development

linked to the adjoining urban areas of Cheltenham is a strong argument for the
transfer of at least part of this parish.

We have considered whether, in

response to the division of local opinion, the more rural southern parts of the
parish should remain within Tewkesbury.

However,the pattern of development

along the roads leading out of the more urban areas is largely unbroken and we
do not think it would be satisfactory to try to divide the parish in such a
way.

We therefore propose that the whole parish should be transferred to

Cheltenham, while retaining its parish status and council.

Hucclecote

80.

Although we recognise the strength of local feeling against our proposals,

it seems to us that the M5 Motorway is not an appropriate boundary in this
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case;

the developed area of the parish, which is well-defined by the A417 to

the east and which adjoins part of the Trading Estate, seems virtually
indistinguishable from the developed area (also known as Hucclecote) north of
the M5.

We remain convinced that this area of the parish should form part of an

enlarged Gloucester, but that the parish council should be retained as a focus
of community representation.

Brockworth

81.

We have again considered, in the light of the representations put to us,

whether there is a case for Brockworth remaining outside the Gloucester
district.

However, we think that the pattern of industrial and residential

development along the A417 reflects an established and close connection with
Gloucester which should be recognised by the transfer of Brockworth to the City.
It is also apparent that the planned by-pass to the north of the developed area
is likely to weaken still further the already tenuous connection with Churchdown
and other settlements which we propose should remain within Tewkesbury, even if
plans are not sufficiently advanced to enable us to use the line of the by-pass
as a boundary. We have therefore decided to adhere to our draft proposal.

Upton St Leonards

82.

We remain impressed by the considerable opposition to our proposals

expressed by the Residents Action Association, the Parish Council and numerous
residents.

However, the wishes of the inhabitants must be weighed against the
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other factors which we remain convinced point to a close association with
Gloucester.

It seems evident that the historic village centre, which has itself

expanded considerably in recent times, is no longer isolated from the Gloucester
suburbs, which have also grown outwards.

The motorway alone now separates the

village from the new Abbeydale development.

Although surveys undertaken by the

Residents Action Association suggest that residents do not depend exclusively on
Gloucester for shopping and other facilities, they also indicate that a
significant number work there.

The position of the village and the ease of

access to the other side of the motorway suggest that the close relationship
between the communities on either side can only grow closer.

We have, on the

other hand, noted no evidence of any plans for more extensive development in
Upton St Leonards and we accept that a large area of the parish is rural;

such

factors could argue against a transfer of the parish as a whole to Gloucester.
But we believe that the pattern of development on both sides of the motorway is
the most significant factor to be considered.

It has brought Gloucester and

Upton St Leonards sufficiently close, in contrast with Brookthorpe-with-Whaddon,
to justify the parish being transferred from Stroud.

We have considered

limiting the area to be transferred but have found it impossible to identify a
satisfactory boundary on the steep slopes leading up to the ridge.
see distinct advantages in maintaining the integrity of the parish.

Moreover, we
We have

therefore decided to adhere to our draft proposals in respect of this parish.
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Quedgeley

83.

We have noted the views of the Parish Council and we accept that there is

little support for our proposals.

However.it remains our view that the

extensive residential and industrial growth in this parish is part of the urban
expansion of Gloucester and that it should be administered by the same
district.

We have therefore decided to adhere to our draft proposal for the

transfer to Gloucester of the whole parish, which would retain its status and
council.

Hardwicke

84.

There has been much concern at our proposal, in this instance, to divide

the parish by transferring the newly developed residential area to Gloucester,
as part of an enlarged parish of Quedgeley,and to retain the remainder of the
parish-within Stroud.

Apart from the local opposition referred to by the Parish

Council several residents have pointed out that our proposed boundary along
Green Lane and Sellars Road would separate the rural village area from the
parish hall and Hardwicke Parochial Primary School, both of which are situated
on the north side of Green Lane.

However, we believe that the area of new

housing north of Green Lane is essentially associated with the adjoining
development in Quedgeley, rather than with the rural part of the parish to the
south and west which we consider should remain as a parish in Stroud.

We have

not been persuaded of the case for transferring a more substantial area of the
parish to Gloucester, and to do so might raise questions about the parishes of
Elmore and Longney which would become relatively isolated from the rest of
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Stroud.

We accept that the separation of Hardwicke Primary School and the

village hall from the rural part of the parish is unfortunate but no
alternative boundary has been suggested which would be as well-defined as the
one we have proposed. We have therefore decided to adhere to our draft proposal
in this area under which the greater part of Hardwicke would retain its status
as a parish, and its parish council, within Stroud, while the part to be
transferred to the City would be incorporated in the parish of Quedgeley.
Innsworth and Longford

85.

Apart from the request by Gloucester City Council that we reconsider our

decision not to propose the transfer of the parish of Longford to Gloucester,
there has been no adverse reaction locally to our draft proposals aligning the
boundary along the Northern Link by-pass.

We accept that the close proximity of

development in Longford and in Innsworth is an argument in favour of the City
Council's case.

However,such transfers would be bound to raise the question

also of Churchdown,and the viability of Tewkesbury would then be called into
question.

The by-pass provides a well-defined boundary and we can see no

overriding reason to extend Gloucester's administrative area beyond it.

We have

therefore decided to adhere substantially to our draft proposals but to amend
them in one minor respect at Over Causeway in order to provide a better
boundary.
Coberley and Cowlev
86.

Our draft proposals for the transfer of these parishes to the Cotswold

district have been supported locally and we have decided to confirm them as our
final proposals.
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CONCLUSIONS

87.

We have accordingly come to the conclusion that we should

substantially

adhere to-our draft proposals, subject to the minor amendments described in
paragraphs 78 and 85.

We are of course aware that the majority of the changes

we propose to the boundaries of the five districts concerned will not be
welcome.

We firmly believe, however, that it is not in the interests of

effective and convenient local government that the present boundaries should
remain unchanged.

We have carefully considered the complex issues which have

arisen in this review and we have endeavoured to come to a balanced judgement,
taking account of a variety of local circumstances, about what is most apt for
effective and convenient local government.

We remain convinced that our

proposals, will, if implemented, more accurately reflect the pattern of
community life and provide a more logical framework for the effective operation
of local government services.

88.

We therefore commend them to you.

We would like to comment briefly on two matters of concern to many of those

who wrote to us:
parish status.

the possibility of local meetings and the continuation of
It is our practice to hold a local meeting only when we need

further information which we cannot obtain by other means.

In this case we

received a very large and detailed response to our draft proposals which
themselves followed extensive consultations.

We have concluded that after such

thorough examination of the proposals by representative bodies and by many
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individuals, a local meeting would not yield either new arguments or fresh
evidence which would lead us to change our conclusions.

89.

On the question of parish status, we have proposed, with only one major

exception, that the areas to be transferred to Gloucester or Cheltenham should
continue to be represented by parish councils.

However,many people have

expressed the fear that this status would be in jeopardy under a Gloucester or
Cheltenham administration.

We would like to make it clear that parish status

could only be lost as the result of a recommendation in a parish review
conducted by the district council concerned, which would have to be submitted to
the Commission and endorsed by you as Secretary of State.

ELECTORAL CONSEQUENCES

90.

When publishing our draft proposals, we invited suggestions for possible

changes to electoral boundaries as a consequence of our proposed administrative
boundary changes.

We were concerned at that stage to avoid premature discussion

of electoral consequences when it was already evident that the proposals
themselves would be the subject of considerable further comment, which we
ourselves would want to consider before formulating our final proposals.

As

yet, therefore, no proposals to deal with electoral consequences have been
published.

Having now formulated our final proposals for boundary changes, we

have concluded that, in view of the nature and extent of the consequential
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changes to electoral arrangements which will be required, these ought to be
advertised separately in order to give local authorities and residents affected
by them a full opportunity to comment.

We have accordingly decided that we

should report to you now only on our final proposals for boundary changes, as
provided for in Section 51(1)

of the 1972 Act.

Our final proposals for

consequential changes to electoral arrangements will therefore be the subject of
a separate report to you in due course.

91.

Details of our final proposals for boundaries are set out in the attached

schedule, which specifies the proposed changes in local authority areas.

The

proposed boundaries are shown on large scale maps which are being sent
separately to your Department.

PUBLICATION

92.

Separate letters are being sent with copies of this report to the five

district councils involved in the review, asking them to place copies of the
report on deposit at their main offices, and to put notices to that effect on
public notice boards and in the local press.

The text of the notice will

explain that we have fulfilled our statutory role in the matter, and that it is
now open to you to make an Order implementing the proposals, if you think'fit,
after the expiry of six weeks from the date they are submitted to you.

The
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notice will also mention that we shall be submitting further proposals to you
separately for consequential changes to electoral arrangements, after publishing
draft proposals and considering any representations on them.

Copies of this

report, which includes a small scale map, are also being sent to Gloucestershire
County Council, Forest of Dean District Council, and to those bodies and

i., '<

individuals who received the earlier consultation letter and to those who have
made comments to us.

LS

Signed:

G J ELLERTON

(Chairman)

J G POWELL

(Deputy Chairman)

G E CHERRY

K F J ENNALS

G R PRENTICE

BRIAN SCHOLES

S T GARRISH
Secretary
14 January 1988
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ANNEX A

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOUNDARY COMMISSION FOR ENGLAND
BOUNDARY REVIEW

PRINCIPAL AREAS

CITY OF GLOUCESTER/CHELTENHAM BOROUGH/STROUD DISTRICT/TEWKESBURY BOROUGH/
COTSWOLD DISTRICT
FINAL PROPOSALS
NOTE:

Where a boundary is described as following a road, river, canal
or similar feature, it shall be understood to follow the centre line
of the feature, unless otherwise stated.

SCHEDULE 1: Alterations between Principal Areas.
1.

CITY OF GLOUCESTER/STROUD DISTRICT

Area lt the reduced area of Quedgeley CP in Stroud District, as described
below, shall be transferred to the City of Gloucester and shall retain
parished status.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
western boundary of Quedgeley CP crosses the Gloucester & Sharpness Canal,
then generally northwards along that existing boundary to the point where
it interesects the northern perimeter of OS Parcel 3472, as shown on 1971 (A)
Microfilm SO 7914; then northeastwards along that northern perimeter and
continuing northeastwards and eastwards along the northern perimeter of OS
Parcel 4778 to a point due south of the southeasternmost

point of OS

Parcel 4990; then due north in a straight line to that southeastern point;
then northeastwards along the eastern perimeter of that parcel to the
southern bank of the River Severn; then due north from that point in a
straight line to the point where it meets the existing boundary between
Stroud District and the City of Gloucester; then generally northeastwards
and generally southeastwards along that existing district boundary to the
point where it meets the existing eastern boundary of Quedgeley CP then
southwestwards and generally northwestwards along that existing boundary
to the point of commencement.

Area 3 as described below shall be transferred from Hardwicke CP in Stroud
District to Quedgeley CP in the City of Gloucester.

That area bounded.by a line commencing at the point where the northwesternmost point of OS Parcel 4120, as shown on 1971 (A) Microfilm
SO 7914 meets the existing western boundary of Quedgeley CP, then
eastwards and generally southeastwards along that existing boundary, being
the northern and eastern perimeter of that parcel; then continuing
southwestwards along the southern perimeter and northwestwards along the
western perimeter of that parcel to the point of commencement.

Area 4t as described below, shall be transferred from Hardwicke CP in
Stroud District to Quedgeley CP in the City of Gloucester.

That area bounded . by a line commencing at the point where the existing
northern boundary of Hardwicke CP meets the southwestern corner of Area 1
as described above, at the Gloucester & Sharpness Canal; then southeastwards along the southern boundary of Area 1 to the point where it meets
the easternmost point of the existing Hardwicke CP; then generally
southwestwards and northwestwards along that existing boundary to the
northwestern corner of OS Parcel 0828, as shown on 1971 (A) Microfilm
SO 8112, then continuing generally westwards along the stream known as
'Shorn Brook' to the point where it passes under the eastern carriageway

A
of the B4008 road as shown on 1984 (=*) 1:50 000 Sheet 162; then northwestwards along the eastern perimeter of this carriageway to a point due
east of the southernmost points of the eastern curtilage of 'Gentian
House* being the western perimeter of the B4008 road; then due east to
that southernmost point; then northwards along that western perimeter
to its junction with Green Lane; then generally northwestwards along

the southern perimeter of Green Lane to the westernmost point of OS
Parcel 8195, as shown on 1972 (A) Microfilm SO 7912, then due west
from that point to the western perimeter of Church Lane; then northeastward
along that western perimeter to and then generally northwards along the
western perimeter and westwards along the southern perimeter of Sellars Road
to the centre of Sellars Bridge; then northwards along The Gloucester &
Sharpness Canal to the point of commencement.

Area 5, as described below, shall be transferred from Haresfield CP
in Stroud District to Quedgeley CP in the City of Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the western most point of
OS Parcel 4691 as shown on 1972 (A) Microfilm SO 8111, then northeastwards
along the western perimeter of that parcel being the northern boundary
of existing Haresfield CP; then continuing generally northeastwards and
generally southeastwards along that existing northern boundary to the
point where it interects the eastern perimeter of the Gloucester to
Bristol railway; then southwestwards along that eastern perimeter to
the point where it crosses the M5 motorway;then southwestwards along the
centre of that motorway to the centre of the bridge linking OS Parcel
3457 with OS Parcel 5782; then northwestwards along that bridge and the
short track leading from it to its end; then in a straight line
northwestwards to the stream known as 'Shorn Brook'; then northwestwards
along that stream to the point of commencement.

Area 6, as described below, shall be transferred from Brookthorpewith-Whaddon CP in Stroud District to Quedgeley CP in the City of
Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the northeastern corner of
OS Parcel 2002 as shown on 1970 (A) Microfilm SO 8213, then northwestwards along the northern perimeter of that parcel being the

western

boundary of Brookthorpe-with-Whaddon CP; then northeastwards along that
western boundary to, and southeastwards along, the boundary between
the City of Gloucester and Stroud District, to the eastern perimeter
of the Gloucester to Bristol railway; then southwestwards along that
eastern perimeter to the point of commencement.

Area 7t the reduced area of Upton St Leonards CP in Stroud District,
as described below, shall be transferred to the City of Gloucester and
shall retain parished status.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
western boundary of Upton St Leonards CP meets the existing boundary
between the City of Gloucester and Stroud District then generally
northeastwards along that existing district boundary to and southeastwards along the existing boundary between Tewkesbury Borough

and

Stroud District to the easternmost point of the existing Upton St
Leonards CP; then generally southwestwards along the southern boundary
of that parish to the point where it meets the southeasternmost point
of OS Parcel 0004 as shown on 1971 (A) Microfilm SO 8812; then
southeastwards along the straight alignment between that point and the
boundary stone at the edge of 'Pope's Wood' on the western perimeter
of the road known as 'Portway1, to the point where the existing Upton

St Leonard's CP boundary intersects that straight alignment; then
generally southwestwards along that existing boundary to the point
when it intersects the northern perimeter of the B4073 road at NG reference
SO 8643512382, as shown on 1971 (A) Microfilm SO 8612; then northwestwards
a'long that northern perimeter to the point where it meets the southeastern
perimeter of OS Parcel 0370;then southwestwards along that
southeastern perimeter to and continuing generally southwestwards along
the southeastern perimeter of OS Parcel 0062; then southwards and
westwards along the eastern and southern perimeter of OS Parcel 0056
to the point where it meets the existing southern boundary of Upton
St Leonards CP; then generally northwestwards along that existing
southern boundary to the point where it intersects the perimeter of
the unnaned road forming the western perimeter of OS Parcel 0006 as
shown on 1972 (A) Microtfilm

SO 8413;then northeastwards along that

western perimeter to a point due east of the northeasternmost point of
OS Parcel 8024; then due west in a straight line to that point; then
westwards and generally southwestwards along the northern and western
perimeters of that parcel to the point where it meets the existing
Upton St Leonards CP boundary; then generally westwards and northwards
along that existing boundary to the point where it meets the southern
perimeter of the M5 motorway at the northeast corner of OS Parcel 5442;
then northeastwards along that southern perimeter to the point where
it intersects the existing Upton St Leonards CP boundary; then southeastwards and generally northwards along that existing boundary to the
point where it meets the southeast corner of OS Parcel 5023 as shown
on 1970

(A) Mircofilm SO 8414; then northwestwards along the eastern

perimeter of that parcel to its northeast corner where it intersects
the existing Upton St Leonards CP boundary; then northeastwards and
northwestwards along that existing boundary to the point of commencement.

Area 9A as described below shall be transferred from Brookthorpe-withWhaddon CP in Stroud District to Upton St Leonards CP in the City of
Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point being the southwest
corner of OS Parcel 5745 as shown on 1972 (A) Microfilm SO 8413, being
a point on the southern perimeter of the M5 motorway; then northeastwards
along that southern perimeter to a point due southeast of the southern
corner of OS Parcel 7065; then northwestwards in a straight line to
that parcel; then generally northwestwards along the western perimeter
of that parcel to its point of intersection with the existing Upton St
Leonards CP boundary; then northeastwards, southeastwards, generally
southwestwards and general northwestwards along that existing boundary
to the point of commencement.

Area 9B as described below shall be transferred from Brookthorpe-withWhaddon CP in Stroud District to Upton St Leonards CP in the City of
Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point being the southwest
corner of OS Parcel 5442 as shown on 1972 (A) Microfilm SO 8413, then
northeastwards along the western perimeter of that parcel and southwestwards along the eastern perimeter of that parcel, being the existing boundary
of Upton St Leonards CP, then northwestwards along the southern perimeter
of that parcel to the point of commencement.
Area 13A as described below shall be transferred from Painswick CP in
Stroud District to Upton St Leonards CP in the City of Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at NG reference SO 8643512382,
being a point on the southern perimeter of Area 7, as described above,
then generally southeastwards along that southern perimeter to the
southernmost point of OS Parcel 8423 as shown on 1971 (A) Microfilm

7
SO 8612, being a point on the northern perimeter of the unnamed road running
westwards to the B4073 road; then westwards along the northern perimeter-of
that unnamed road to the eastern perimeter of the B4073 road; then
northwestwards along that eastern perimeter to the point of commencement.

Area 13B as described below shall be transferred from

Painswick CP

in Stroud District to Upton St Leonards CP in the City of Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at a point on the southern
perimeter of Area 7, as described above, being the southwest corner
of OS Parcel 5059, as shown on 1971 (A) Microfilm SO 8712; then
northeastwards along that southern perimeter, being the southern
boundaryof the existing Upton St Leonards CP, to the point where it
meets the eastern boundary of Painswick CP; then southeastwards
along that eastern boundary to the easternmost point of OS parcel 5059;
then generally southwestwards along the southern perimeter of that
parcel to the point of commencement.

Area 14, as described below, shall be transferred from Cranham CP in
Stroud District to Upton St Leonards CP in the City of Gloucester.

That area commencing at the easternmost point of Area 13B, as described
above, then northwestwards along the eastern perimeter of that area;
then northeastwards along the southern perimeter of Area 7 as described
above, being the existing southern boundary of Upton St Leonards CP,
to the point, as described in Area 7 above, where that existing boundary
intersects the straight alignment between the southwest corner of OS
Parcel 0004, as shown on 1971 (A) Microfilm SO 8812, and the boundary
stone at the edge of 'Pope's Wood1;then southwestwards along that straight
alignment to that boundary stone; then southwestwards along the northern
perimeter of OS Parcel 0091, and continuing the same alignment on 1971 (A)
Microfilm SO 8712 to the point of commencement.
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2.

CITT OF CLOUCESTER/TEWKESBURY BOROUGH

Area 16, at described below, shall be transferred from Maisemore CP in
Borough to the unparished area of the City of Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing boundary
between the City of Gloucester and Tewkesbury Borough meets the Maieemore CP,
Higtmom CP boundary on the River Severn (West Channel), then generally northwards
along that existing CP boundary to the point where it meets the northern side of
the A 40 (T) road bridge crossing that river channel, then eastwards along the
northern perimeter fence of the A 40(T)

to NG reference SO 818171971 1 , " then in a

straight line across the A417 road to the northern perimeter fence of the A 40
(T) at NG reference SO 8193519717, then generally eastwards along the northern
perimeter of the A 40(T)

to its junction with the eastern boundary of Maisemore

CP on the northern side of the A 40(T)

road bridge crossing the River Severn

(East Channel) then southeastwards along that boundary to the southern side of
that bridge where it meets the existing City of Gloucester and Tewkesbury
Borough boundary, then generally westwards along that boundary to the point of
commencement.

Area 17 A, as descibed below, shall be transferred from Longford CP in
Tewkesbury Borough to the unparished area of the City of Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at that point, on the A40 (T) road bridge
crossing the River Severn (East Channel), being the northeast corner of Area 16
as described above; then eastwards along the side of that bridge and continuing
generally northeastwards along the northern perimeter of the A 40 .(T) road to
the point where that perimeter meets the existing boundary between the City of
Gloucester and Tewkesbury Borough; then southwards and generally westwards along
that existing boundary to the point where it meets the eastern boundary of Area
16, as described above, on the southern side of the A 40 (T) road bridge
crossing the River Severn (East Channel), then northwards along the eastern
boundary of Area 16 to the point of commencement.

Area 17Bt as described below, shall be transferred from Longford CP
in Tewkesbury Borough

to the unparished area of the City of Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at NG reference SO 8314620316 as
shown on Nov 1984 (Al) Microfilm SO 8320; being a point where the
existing boundary between the City of Gloucester and Tewkesbury Borough
intersects the northern perimeter of the A40 (T) road, then northeastwards
along that northern perimeter to NG reference SO 8338520441 where it again
intersects the existing City of Gloucester Borough boundary; then generally
southeastwards and generally westwards along that existing boundary to
the point of commencement.

Area 17C, as described below, shall be transferred from Longford CP in
Tewkesbury Borough

to the unparished area of the City of Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at NG reference SO 8360720489, as
shown on Jan 1984 (Al) Microfilm SO 8320 SE; being a point where the
existing boundary between the City of Gloucester and Tewkesbury Borough
intersects the northern perimeter of the A40 (T) road, then northeastwards
along that northern perimeter to the point where it again intersects the
existing City of Gloucester boundary near the A40 (T)/Tewkesbury Road
roundabout; then southwestwards and northwestwards along that existing
boundary to the point of commencement.

Area 17D, as described below, sha^Ll be transferred from Longford CP in
Tewkesbury

Borough to the unparished area of the City of Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at NG reference SO 8389420412,
as shown on Jan 1984 (Al) Microfilm SO 8320 SE; being a point where the
existing boundary between the City of Gloucester and Tewkesbury

Borough

intersects the northern perimeter of the A40 (T)

road, then eastwards along that northern perimeter to its point of
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intersection with the eastern boundary of Longford CP; then southeastwards
along that eastern boundary to the existing boundary between the City
of Gloucester and Tewkesbury Borough;

then generally southwestwards

and northwestwards along that existing district boundary to the point
of commencement. •

Area 18A, as described below, shall be transferred from the unparished
area of the City of Gloucester to Longford CP in Tewkesbury Borough

That area bounded by a line commencing at the northeast corner of Area 17A,
as described above, then northwestwards, northeastwards and generally
southeastwards along the existing boundary between the City of Gloucester
and Tewkesbury Borough

to the westernmost point of Area 17B, as described

above; then southwestwards along the northern perimeter of the A40 (T)
road to the point of commencement.

Area 18B, as described below, shall be transferred from the unparished
area of the City of Gloucester to Longford CP in Tewkesbury Borough.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the northeasternmost point
of Area 17B, as described above, then northwestwards, northeastwards and
southeastwards along the existing boundary between the City of Gloucester
and Tewkesbury Borough

to the westernmost point of Area 17C as described

above, then southwestwards along the northern perimeter of the A40 (T)
road to the point of commencement.
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Area 18C, as described below, shall be transferred from the unparished
area of the City of Gloucester to Longford CP in Tewkesbury Borough.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
boundary between the City of Gloucester and Tewkesbury Borough

intersects

the western side of Queen's Bridge on Tewkesbury Road, then southeastwards
along that existing district boundary to the northeastefcnmost point of Area
17D, as described above, then generally northwestwards along the northern
perimeter of the A40(T) road to the point of commencement.

Area 19, as described below, shall be transferred from Innsworth CP in
Tewkesbury Borough

to the unparished area of the City of Gloucester.

Th'at area bounded by a line commencing at the easternmost point of Area 17D,
as described above, then northwestwards along the existing Innsworth CP
boundary to the northern perimeter of the A40(T) road, then generally
northeastwards along the northern perimeter and generally southeastwards
along the eastern perimeter of that road to its junction with the existing
boundary

between the City of Gloucester and Tewkesbury Borough,

on the

eastern perimeter of the A40 road immediately south of the A40(T)/A40/B4063
roundabout; then generally southwestwards, northwestwards and generally
westwards along that existing boundary to the point of commencement.

Area 22, the reduced area of Hucclecote CP in Tewkesbury Borough,

as

described below, shall be transferred to the City of Gloucester and shall
retain parished status.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
district boundaries of Tewkesbury

Borough , Stroud District and the City

of Gloucester meet, then northeastwards and northwestwards along that
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city boundary to its point of intersection with the eastern perimeter
of the A40 road; then southeastwards along that eastern perimeter to
its point of intersection with the southern perimeter of the M5 motorway;
then northeastwards along that southern perimeter to the point where it
crosses the stream known as 'Horsbere Brook1; then southeastwards
along

that stream to the point where it meets the existing Hucclecote CP

boundary; then southwestwards and southeastwards along that existing
boundary to the point where it next crosses'Horsbere

Brook' immediately

southeast of the M5 motorway; then southwestwards along that stream
to the point where the existing Hucclecote CP boundary

rejoins'Horsbere

Brook1;then southeastwards and generally southwestwards along that existing
boundary.to the existing Tewkesbury Borough

boundary; then generally

northwestwards along that existing district boundary to the point of
commencement.

Area 23, as described below, shall be transferred from Brockworth CP
in Tewkesbury Borough

to Hucclecote CP in the City of Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the northwestern
boundary of OS Parcel 1560, as shown on 1972 (A) Microfilm SO 8817

crosses

the stream known as 'Horsbere Brook1, then southeastwards along that
stream to the point where it meets the northeastern perimeter of Area 22
as described above; then northwestwards and northeastwards along that
northeastern perimeter to the point of commencement.
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Area 25, the reduced area of Brockworth CP in Tewkesbury Borough,

as

described below, shall be transferred to the City of Gloucester and
shall retain parished status.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the southeasternmost point
of Area 22, as described above, then generally northeastwards along
the eastern perimeter of that area to the point where it meets the
stream known as 'Horsbere Brook'; then southeastwards along that stream
to the southeast corner of OS Parcel 9810, as shown on 1972 (A)
Microfilm SO 8917, then northeastwards along the eastern perimeter of
that parcel to the western perimeter of OS Parcel 0818, then northeastwards along the western perimeter and southeastwards along the
northern perimeter of that parcel, continuing southeastwards along the
northern perimeter of OS Parcel 1715 to its junction with Brookworth
Road; then due east in a straight line across that road to the western
perimeter of OS Parcel 2817; then generally southwestwards along that
western perimeter and the western perimeter of OS Parcel 3200, where it
becomes the eastern perimeter of Court Road, continuing southwestwards
along the eastern perimeter of the eastern section of that road to its
point of intersection with the stream known as 'Horsbere Brook1; then
generally southeastwards along that stream to the point where it passes
under Mill Lane; then northeastwards and southeastwards
along the northern perimeter of that road to its junction with the A46,
Shurdington Road; then in a straight line across the A46 road, following
the shortest alignment to the northwestern curtilage of 'Henley Gardens';
then northeastwards along that curtilage and the northwestern curtilage
of 'Henleigh' to its point of intersection with the existing Brockworth CP
boundary; then generally southwards along the existing boundary to the
point where it meets the western perimeter of OS Parcel 2427, as shown
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on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9015 at NG reference SO 9037115226; then northwestwards
and southwestwards along that western perimeter to the point where it meets the
northern perimeter of OS Parcel 0010; then southeastwards in a straight
line to and continuing the same alignment along the northern perimeter
of OS Parcel 1600 to the point where it meets the existing Brockworth CP
boundary; then generally southwards along that existing boundary to the
boundary between Tewkesbury Borough and Stroud District, then generally
northwestwards along that existing district boundary to the point of
commencement.

Area 26 as described below, shall be transferred from Badgeworth CP
in Tewkesbury

Borough to Brockworth CP in the City of Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the westernmost point of OS
Parcel 1028, as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9016, then northeastwards
along the western perimeter and southwestwards "along the eastern perimeter
of that parcel to its southernmost point and in prolongation

of that

southwestward alignment to meet the existing Badgeworth CP boundary in the
stream known as 'Horsbere

Brook1; then northwestwards alorfg that existing

boundary to the point of commencement.

Area 27, as described below, shall be transferred from Badgeworth CP
in Tewkesbury Borough

to Brockworth CP in the City of Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the northwest corner of OS
Parcel 3091, as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9015, then generally
eastwards and southwards along the stream known as 'Horsb'ere

Brook1 to the

point where it meets the existing Brockworth CP boundary on the southern
perimeter of Horsbere

Bridge; then generally northwards along that existing

boundary to the point of commencement.
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Area 29 as described below, shall be transferred from Great Witcombe CP
in Tewkesbury Borough

to Brockworth CP in the City of Gloucester.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
southern boundary of Great Witcombe CP meets the existing eastern boundary
of Brockworth CP, then northwards and northeastwards along that existing
eastern boundary to the northwest corner of OS Parcel 7000 as shown
on 1971 (A) Microfilm SO 8914; then southeastwards along the eastern perimeter
of that parcel to its point of intersection with the track running
generally southwards from Cooper's Hill Farm; then southwestwards along
that track to its junction with the track running generally northwestwards
through Witcombe Wood and Cooper's Hill Wood to Cooper's Hill; then
generally northwards along that track to the path' running southwestwards
from it through Witcombe Wood to 'The Buckholt1; then along
that path generally southwestwards to the point where it meets the existing
Great Witcombe CP boundary; then westwards along that existing boundary
to the point of commencement.

3.

TEWKESBURY

BOROUGH/COTSWOLD DISTRICT

Area 30, the reduced area of Cowley CP in Tewkesbury Borough , as described
below, shall be transferred to Cotswold District and shall retain
parished status.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
boundary between Tewkesbury Borough

and Cotswold District meets the

western boundary of the existing Cowley CP, the

northwards and

northeastwards along that western boundary to the point where it intersects
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the straight west-east alignment between the southeast corner of OS
Parcel 3588, as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9214, and the path junction
at NG reference SO 9249214804;

then eastwards along that straight

alignment to that path junction; then generally northwestwards from that
path junction along the path running northwestwards to the path junction
at NG reference SO 9230815090

where it meets the existing Cowley CP boundary;

then southeastwards, eastwards and generally northeastwards along that
existing boundary to the southernmost print of OS Parcel 1978, as shown on
1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9315; then northwards along the eastern perimeter
of that parcel to its northernmost point; then northwards along the existing
Cowley CP boundary to a point due southwest of the southwesternmost point
of OS Parcel 2500; then due northeast to that southwesternmost point;
then northwestwards and northeastwards along the perimeter of that parcel
to its northernmost point, as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9316; then
due north from that point to the point where it intersects the existing
Cowley CP boundary; then northeastwards, southwestwards, generally
eastwards and southwards along that existing boundary to its intersection ,
with the existing boundary between Tewkesbury Borough

and Cotswold District;

then generally westwards along that existing district boundary to the
point of commencement.

Area 31, as described below, shall be transferred from Great Witcombe CP
in Tewkesbury Borough

to Cowley CP in Cotswold

District.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
Great Witcombe CP boundary forms the southeast corner of OS Parcel 4563
as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9214, then westwards and northwards
along the southern and western perimeters of that parcel to the southeast
corner of OS Parcel 3588;then eastwards, along the straight alignment
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between that point and the path junction at NG reference SO 9249214804,
to the point where that straight alignment intersects the existing
Great Witcombe CP boundary; then southwards along that existing boundary
to the point of commencement.

Area 32A, as described below shall be transferred from Badgeworth CP
in Tewkesbury Borough

to Cowley CP in Cotswold District.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point forming the northeast
corner of Area 31, as described above, then eastwards along the straight
alignment detailed in the description of Area 31 above to the point
where this alignment intersects the existing boundary of Badgeworth CP;
then southwards and northwestwards along that existing boundary to the
point of commencement.

Area 32B as described below shall be transferred from Badgeworth CP
in Tewkesbury Borough

to Cowley CP in Cotswold District.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
boundary between Badgeworth CP and Cowley CP crosses the northern perimeter
of OS Parcel 4600 as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9215; then westwards
along that existing boundary to a point due north of the path junction
at NG reference SO 9230815090; then due north from the boundary at that
point to the southern perimeter of OS Parcel 3914, then eastwards along
that southern perimeter to the point of commencement.
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Area 32C, as described below shall be transferred from Badgeworth CP
in Tewkesbury

Borough to Cowley CP in Cotswold District.

That area bounded by a line commencing at a point being the southernmost
point of OS Parcel 1586 as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9315, then
northwestwards along the western perimeter of that parcel to a point due
southwest of the southwest corner of OS Parcel 2500; then due northeast
along that alignment to the point where it -intersects the existing Cowley
CP boundary; then southeastwards along that existing boundary to the
point of commencement.

Area 35, the reduced area of Coberley CP in Tewkesbury Borough

t

as

described below, shall be transferred to Cotswold District and shall
retain parished status.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the- point of intersection of

the existing boundaries of Leckhampton CP, Coberley CP and
Shurdington CP~ then southeastwards and generally northeastwards along
the northern boundary of Coberley CP to the northeast corner of OS
Parcel 7555, as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9417; then southeastwards
along the eastern perimeter of that parcel to the northern perimeter of
OS Parcel 1254, then northeastwards along that northern perimeter and
the northern perimeter of OS Parcel 3674 to a point due southeast of
the point where the existing Coberley CP- boundary intersects OS Parcel
0005; then northwestwards in a straight line to that point; then northwestwards
and northeastwards along that existing boundary .to the southwest corner
of OS Parcel 1600, as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9517; then
northeastwards along the southeastern and eastern perimeter of that
parcel, continuing the same alignment on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9518;
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then northwestwards along the northern perimeter of that parcel to its
northwesternmost point where it rejoins the existing Coberley CP boundary;
then northeastwards along that existing boundary to the point where it
meets the existing boundary between Cheltenham Borough and Tewkesbury
Borough;

then generally eastwards along that district boundary to the

existing boundary between Tewkesbury Borough

and Cotswold District;

then generally southwards and generally westwards along that existing
district boundary to the point where it meets the eastern perimeter of
Area 30, as described above, then generally northwards and generally
westwards along the eastern and northern perimeters of that area to
a point due north of the northeast corner of OS Parcel 2500, as shown
on 1974 (A) Microfilm 9316; then due north in a straight line from
that point to the southern perimeter of OS Parcel 3913; then southwestwards
along that southern perimeter and the southern perimeter of OS Parcel
9000 to the point where it meets the existing Coberley CP boundary; then
generally southwestwards along that boundary to the end of the wall
at NG reference SO 9308616032; then southwestwards in a straight line to the
end of the wall at NG reference SO 9303516018 to rejoin the existing
Coberley CP boundary at that point; then generally westwards along that
existing boundary to the southeast corner of OS Parcel 7512, as shown
on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9216; then northeastwards along the eastern
perimeter of that parcel and the eastern perimeter of OS Parcel 9328;
then northwestwards along the northeastern perimeter of that parcel to
rejoin the existing Coberley CP boundary; -then generally northeastwards,
northwestwards and eastwards along that existing boundary to the point
of commencement.
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Area 37A, as described below, shall be transferred from Leckhampton CP
in Tewkesbury Borough

to Coberley CP in Cotswold District.

That area, bounded by a line, commencing at the point where the existing
Coberley CP boundary crosses the southeastern perimeter of OS Parcel
4036, as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9417, then northeastwards along
that perimeter and the southern perimeter of OS Parcel 5047 to the point
where it intersects the existing Coberley CP boundary;then southwestwards
along that existing boundary to the point of commencement.

Area 37B, as described below, shall be transferred from Leckhampton CP
in Tewkesbury Borough

to Coberley CP in Cotswold District.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the northeast corner of Area 37A,
as described above, then northeastwards along the southeastern perimeter
of OS Parcel 5047, as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm 9417, to the point
where it meets the existing Coberley CP boundary; then southeastwards
along that existing boundary to the point of commencement.

4.

CHELTENHAM BOROUGH/TEWKESBURY .BOROUGH

Area 38, the reduced area of Leckhampton CP in Tewkesbury

Borough , as

described below, shall be transferred to Cheltenham Borough and shall
retain parished status.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
boundaries of Shurdington CP, Coberley CP and Leckhampton CP meet, then
generally northwestwards along the existing Leckhampton CP boundary to
the point where it meets the easternmost point of OS Parcel 6750 as
shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9318; then northeastwards along the western
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perimeter of that parcel to the northernmost point of that parcel;
then northwestwards in a straight line to the southernmost point of
OS Parcel 4000; then northwestwards along the western perimeter of
that parcel to the point where it meets the existing Leckhampton CP
boundary; then generally northwestwards along that existing boundary
to the point where it meets the existing boundary between Cheltenham
Borough and Tewkesbury

Borough; then generally southeastwards

along

that existing district boundary to the point where it meets the existing
boundary between Leckhampton CP and Coberley CP; then southwards and
southwestwards along that boundary to the northern perimeter of Areas
37A and 37B as described above; then southwestwards along the northwestern
perimeters of those areas to rejoin the existing Leckhampton CP boundary
at the westernmost point of Area 37A as described above; then generally
northwestwards along that boundar" to the point of commencement.

Area 39A, as described below, shall be1 transferred from Coberley CP in
Tewkesbury Borough

to Leckhampton CP in Cheltenham Borough.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
boundary of Coberley CP meets the northeast corner of OS Parcel 7555,
as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm 9417; then northeastwards along that
boundary to the point where it meets the northeastern perimeter of
Area 35, as described above, then southeastwards, southwestwards and
northwestwards along that perimeter to the point of commencement.
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Area 39B, as described below, shall be transferred from Coberley CP
in Tewkesbury Borough

to Leckhampton CP in Cheltenham Borough.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
Coberley CP boundary meets the southwest corner of OS Parcel

1600,

as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9517; then northeastwards along that
existing boundary to the northwest corner of OS Parcel 1600 as shown
on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9518; then southeastwards and southwestwards
along the northern and eastern perimeters of that parcel to the point
of commencement.

Area 40, as described below, shall be transferred from Shurdington CP
in Tewkesbury Borough

to Leckhampton CP in Cheltenham Borough.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
boundary of Leckhampton CP meets the southeast-corner of OS Parcel 7862
as shown on 1974

(A) Microfilm SO 9317, then westwards along the southern

perimeter of that parcel and the southern and western perimeters of OS
Parcel 7874 to the point where it meets the existing boundary of
Leckhampton CP; then southwards along that existing boundary to the
point of commencement.

Area 42, the reduced area of Up Hatherley CP in Tewkesbury Borough, as
described below shall be transferred to Cheltenham Borough and shall
retain parished status.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the western
boundary of Up Hatherley CP meets the existing boundary between Cheltenham
Borough and Tewkesbury

Borough;

then eastwards along that existing
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district boundary to the point where it meets the existing eastern
boundary of Leckampton CP; then generally southeastwards, southwestwards,
northwestwards and northeastwards along the existing boundary of Up
Hatherley CP to the point where it meets southernmost point of OS
Parcel 9494.as shown on 1974

(A) Microfilm SO 9019; then northeastwards

along the eastern perimeter of that parcel to the point where it meets
the existing Up Hatherley CP boundary; then generally

northeastwards

along that existing boundary to the point of commencement.

Area 43, as described below, shall be transferred from Shurdington CP
in Tewkesbury

Borough to Up Hatherley CP in Cheltenham Borough.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
western boundary of Up Hatherley CP meets the southeast corner of OS
Parcel 6426, as shown on 1974

(A) Microfilm SO 9119; then northwestwards,

northeastwards and southeastwards

along the southern and western

perimeters of that parcel to the point where it again meets the existing
Up Hatherley CP boundary; then southeastwards and southwards along
that existing boundary to the point of commencement.

Area 45, as described below, shall be transferred from Badgeworth CP in
Tewkesbury

Borough

to Up Hatherley CP in Cheltenham Borough.

That area bounded by a line commencing at-the point where the existing
Up Hatherley CP boundary meets the southeast corner of OS Parcel 3264,
as shown on 1975

(A) Microfilm SO 9120;

then northwestwards, north-

eastwards and southeastwards along tbe perimeter of that parcel to the
i
point where it again meets the existing Up Hatherley CP boundary; "then
southwestwards along that existing boundary to the point of commencement.
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Area 46, as described below, shall be transferred from Badgeworth CP in
Tewkesbury Borough, to the unparished area of Cheltenham Borough.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
northern boundary of Badgeworth CP meets the existing western boundary
of Cheltenham Borough, then generally southeastwards along that western
boundary to the point where it intersects the northern perimeter of the
Worcester to Gloucester railway; then southwestwards along the northern
perimeter of that railway to the point where it meets the eastern perimeter
of Badgeworth Road; then generally northwards along that eastern perimeter
to the point of commencement.

Area 47, the reduced area of Swindon CP in Tewkesbury Borough as
described below, shall be transferred to Cheltenham Borough and shall
retain parished status.

That area commencing at the point where existing boundary between
Uckington CP and Swindon CP meets the existing Cheltenham Borough boundary;
then northeastwards and generally northwards along the existing Swindon CP
boundary to the southwest corner of OS Parcel 8034, as shown on 1973 (A)
Microfilm SO 9226; then eastwards, northeastwards and northwestwards
along the perimeter of that parcel to the point where it meets the existing
Swindon CP boundary; then generally northwestwards along that existing
boundary to the point where it meets the southeast corner of OS Parcel 6973;
then northeastwards and northwestwards along the perimeter of that parcel
to the point where it meets the existing Swindon CP boundary; then generally
northeastwards along that boundary to the northwest corner of OS Parcel
0016 as shown on 1973 (A) Microfilm SO 9327; then generally southwestwards
and southeastwards along the western and southern perimeters of that parcel
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to the point where it meets the existing Swindon CP boundary; then
generally eastwards and northwards along tht existing boundary to the
northwest corner of OS Parcel 6491, as shown on 1971 (A) Microfilm
SO 9426; then southeastwards and generally eastwards along that northern
perimeter to the track running alongside that parcel; then eastwards
across the northern end of that track to rejoin the existing Swindon CP
boundary; then southwards, eastwards, southwestwards, westwards and
generally southwestwards along that existing boundary to the point
where it meets the existing boundary between Cheltenham Borough and
Tewkesbury Borough;

then westwards, southwestwards and northeastwards

along that existing district boundary to the point of commencement.

Area 48, as described below, shall be transferred from Uckington CP in
Tewkesbury Borough

to Swindon CP in Cheltenham Borough.

That area bounded by a line commencing, at the point where the existing
boundary-of Swindon CP meets the southeast corner of OS Parcel 7300,
as shown on 1973 (A) Microfilm SO 9225; then southwestwards and generally
northwards along the western perimeter of that parcel; continuing on
1973 (A) Microfilm SO 9226; then northwards and eastwards along the
western and northern perimeters of OS Parcel 7214 to the point where
it meets the existing Swindon CP boundary; then southwards along that
existing boundary to the point of commencement.

Area 51, the reduced area of Prestbury CP in Tewkesbury Borough,

as

described below, shall be transferred to Cheltenham Borough, and
shall retain parished status.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the westernmost
point of the existing Prestbury CP meets the southeasternmost point of
Area 47, as described above, then generally northeastwards and southeastwards
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along that existing boundary to the westernmost point of OS Parcel
6062, as shown on 1973 (A) Microfilm SO 9525; then southeastwards along
the unnamed stream forming the southern perimeter of that parcel to the
point where it is crossed by the existing Prestbury CP boundary; then
southeastwards and northeastwards along that existing boundary to the
point where it again crosses that stream; then southeastwards along
the stream to the point where it meets the existing Swindon CP boundary;
then generally southeastwards along that existing boundary to the point
where it meets the existing boundary between Tewkesbury Borough

and

Cotswold District; then southwestwards, northwestwards and southwards
along that existing district boundary to the existing district boundary
between Cheltenham Borough and Tewkesbury

Borough; then generally

northwestwards along that existing district boundary to the point of
commencement.

Area 52A, as described below, shall be transferred from Soutnam CP
in Tewkesbury Borough

to Prestbury CP in Cheltenham Borough.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
Prestbury CP boundary meets the easternmost point of OS Parcel 4867,
as shown on 1973 (A) Mircrofilm

SO 9525; then southwestwards and

northwestwards along that existing boundary to the point where it meets
the centre of the unnamed stream forming the northern perimeter of that
parcel; then eastwards along that stream to the point of commencement.
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Area 52B as described below, shall be transferred from Southam CP
in Tewkesbury

Borough to Prestbury CP in Cheltenham Borough.

That area bounded by a line commencing at a point on the unnamed river
at its junction with the eastern perimeter of OS Parcel 6062, as shown
on 1973 (A) Microfilm SO 9525; then eastwards along that river to the
point where it is crossed by the existing Prestbury CP boundary; then
southwestwards and northwestwards along that existing boundary to the
point of commencement.

Area 52C, as described below, shall be transferred from Southam CP
in Tewkesbury

Borough to Prestbury CP in Cheltenham Borough.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
Prestbury CP boundary meets the westernmost point of OS Parcel 9046,
as shown on 1973 (A) Mircrofilm SO 9525; then northeastwards along
the northwestern perimeter of that parcel to a point in line with the
southwestern perimeter of OS Parcel 2555 as shown on 1973 (A) Microfilm
SO 9625; then southeastwards in a straight line to and along that
southwestern perimeter to the point where it meets the existing Prestbury
CP boundary; then westwards, southwestwards and northwestwards along
that existing boundary to the point of commencement.

Area 54, as described below, shall be transferred from Southam CP in
Tewkesbury Borough

to Pr.estbury CP in Cheltenham Borough.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
Prestbury CP boundary becomes defaced from its alignment along the stream
known as 'Hyde Brook', as shown on 1974.(A) Microfilm SO 9724 NE; then
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northeastwards and southeast/wards along the field boundary to the north of that
boundary to the point where it meets the existing Prestbury CP boundary; then
south-westwards along that existing boundary to the point of commencement.

Area 55, as described below shall be transferred from Shurdington CP in
Tewkesbury Borough to Up Hatherley CP in Cheltenham Borough.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing northern
boundary of Shurdington CP meets the southern perimeter of the A40/ A46 link
road, to be known as Up Hatherley Way, currently under construction, then
northeastwards and southeastwards along that existing boundary to the point
where it again meets the southern perimeter of Up Hatherley Way, then
northwestwards along that southern perimeter to the point of commencement.

SCHEDULE 2: Alterations between Parishes within Districts.
STROUD DISTRICT

Area 2, as described below, shall be transferred from Quedgeley CP to Elmore CP.

That area of the existing Quedgeley CP remaining after the transfer of Area 1 to
the City of Gloucester, as described in Schedule 1 above.

Area 8, as described below, shall be transferred from Upcon St Leonards CP to
Brookthorpe^with-Whaddon CP.
That area bounded by a line commencing at the point being the southeast corner
of OS Parcel 5023 as shown on 1970 (A) Microfilm SO 8414, then southwestwards
along the southern perimeter, northwestwards along the western perimeter and
generally northeastwards along the northern perimeter of that parcel to the
western perimeter of Area 7 as described in Schedule 1 above; then
southeastwards along the western perimeter of that area to the point of
commencement.
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Area 10, as described below, shall be transferred from Upton St Leonards CP
to Brookthorpe-with-Whaddon

CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point being the northeast
corner of Area 9B as described in Schedule 1 above, then northeastwards
along the existing Upton St Leonards CP boundary to the westernmost corner
of Area 9A as described in Schedule 1 above; then southwestwards along
the southern perimeter of the M5 motorway to the point of commencement.

Area 11, as described below, shall be transferred from Upton St Leonards
CP to Brookthorpe-with-Whaddon CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point being the southwest
corner of OS Parcel 8024, as shown on 1972 (A) Microfilm SO 8413, then
northeastwards,eastwards and southwestwards along the southwestern
perimeter of Area 7, as described in Schedule 1 above, to the point where
it again meets the existing boundary of Upton St Leonards CP; then
northwestwards, northeastwards and generally westwards along that existing
boundary to the point of commencement.

»
Area 12, as described below, shall be transferred from Upton St Leonards CP
to

Painswick CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point being the westernmost
point of OS Parcel 0054 as shown on 1971 (A) Microfilm SO 8612, then
eastwards, generally northeastwards and southeastwards along the southern
perimeter of Area 7,as described in Schedule 1 above,to the westernmost
point of Area 13A, as described in Schedule 1 above; then northwestwards
along the existing Upton St Leonards CP to the point of commencement.
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Area 15, as described below, shall be transferred from Upton St Leonards
CP to Cranham CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point being the easternmost
point of Area 14, as described in Schedule 1 above, then northeastwards
along the southern perimeter of Area 7, as described in Schedule 1 above,
to the point where it meets the existing Upton St Leonards CP boundary;
then southwestwards along that existing boundary to the point of
commencement.

TEWKESBURY BOROUGH
Area 20, as described below, shall be transferred from Hucclecote CP
to Churchdown CP.

That area of the existing Hucclecote CP'remaining after the transfer
of Area 22 to the City of Gloucester, as described in Schedule 1 above.

Area 21, as described below, shall be transferred from Brockworth CP
to Churchdown CP.

*
That area bounded by a line commencing at the point forming the northern
corner of Area 23, as described in Schedule 1 above, then generally
northwards, generally northeastwards and generally southeastwards along
the existing boundary of Brockworth CP to the northern perimeter of Area 25,
as described in Schedule 1 above; then generally northwestwards along that
northern perimeter and continuing northwestwards along the northern perimeter
of Area 22, as described in Schedule 1 above, to the point of commencement.

Area 24, as described below, shall be transferred from Hucclecote CP
to Churchdown CP.
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That area bounded by a line commencing at the southeastern corner of Area 23
as described in Schedule 1 above, then southeastwards along the existing
northeastern boundary of nucclecote CP to the point where it meets the
northern perimeter of Area 22

as described in Schedule 1 above; then

northwestwards along that northern perimeter to the point of commencement.

Area 28, as described below, shall be transferred from Brockworth CP
to Great Witcombe CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the northeast corner of
OS Parcel 16OO, as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9015, then northwestwards, northeastwards and southeastward?! along the eastern
perimeter of Area 25,' as described in Schedule 1 above, to the point
where it next meets the existing Brockwortli CI* boundary, then southwestwards along that existing boundary to the point of commencement.

Area 33A. as described below, shall be trnrv.-.l'crred from Cowlcy CP to
Badgcworth CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at tlu- northcasternmost point
of Area 32A. as described in Schedule 1 above, then generally northwestwards along the existing Cowley CP boundary to its point of
intersection with the southwesternmost point of Area 32D, as described
in Schedule 1 above, at NG reference SO 9230015O90, as shown on 1974
(A) Microfilm SO 9215; then generally southcastwDrds along the path
running from that point to the path junction at NC reference SO 9249214804
as .-hown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9214; then wC^Lwardr>, alone *-^
cas'.wcst alignment between that point and the southeast corner of OS
Parcel 3588 as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 921/1. to the point of
commencement.
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Area 33B, as described below, shall be transferred from Cowley CP
to Badgeworth CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the northernmost point of
Area 32C, as described in Schedule 1 above, then northwards along the
existing Cowley CP boundary to the point where it intersects the western
perimeter of OS Parcel 2500, as shown on 1974

(A) Microfilm SO 9315;

then southeastwards along that western perimeter to the southernmost
point of that parcel; then due southwest, in a straight line, from
that point to the point of commencement.

Area 33C, as described below, shall be transferred from Cowley CP to
Badgeworth CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
boundaries of Cowley CP, Badgeowrth CP and Coberley CP meet, then
northeastwards along the existing Cowley CP to a point due north of the
northeast corner of OS Parcel 2500, as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm
SO 9316; then due southwards to that northeast corner;
then southwestwards along the northern perimeter of that parcel to the
point where it intersects the existing Cowley CP boundary; then northeastwards along that existing boundary to the point of commencement.

Area 34, as described below shall be transferred from Cowley CP to
Badgeworth CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the southernmost point of
OS Parcel 1978, as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9315, then northwards
along the western perimeter of that parcel, being the existing Cowley CP
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boundary, to the northernmost point of that parcel; then

southeastwards

and southwards along the eastern perimeter of that parcel to the point
of commencement.

Area 36A, as described below, shall be transferred from Coberley CP to
Badgeworth CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where Area 33C, as
described above, meets the perimeter of Area 35, as described in
Schedule 1 above; then southwestwards along the existing Coberley CP
boundary to the point where it again meets the perimeter of Area 35;
then northeastwards and southwards along that perimeter to the point
of commencement.

Area 36B, as described below, shall be transferred from Coberley CP to
Badgeworth CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at NG reference SO 9303516018,
as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9316;then northeastwards in a straight
line to NG reference SO 9308616032; then southwestwards along the
existing Coberley CP boundary to the point of commencement.

Area 36C, as described below; shall be transferred from Coberley CP to
Badgeworth CP.

That area bounded by a liue commencing at the point where the southeast
corner of OS Parcel 7512, as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9216, meets
the western perimeter of Area 35, as described in Schedule '1, above,
then northwestwards and northeastwards along the existing boundary of
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Coberley CP to the point where it again meets the western perimeter
of Area 35, then southeastward^ and southwestwards along that perimeter
to the point of commencement.

Area 41, as described below, shall be transferred from Leckhampton CP
to Shurdington CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
boundary of Leckhampton CP meets the western perimeter of OS Parcel 4000
as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9318;then southeastwards from that
point along the western perimeter of Area 38, as described in Schedule 1
above, to the point where it again meets the existing Leckhampton CP
boundary; then northeastwards along that existing boundary to the point
of commencement.

Area 44, as described below, shall be transferred from Up Hatherley CP
to Badgeworth CP.

That area, bounded by a line, commencing at the point where the existing
Up Hatherley CP boundary meets the southernmost point of OS Parcel 9494,
as shown on 1974 (A) Microfilm SO 9019, then generally northeastwards along
that existing boundary to the point where it meets the western perimeter
of Area 42, as described in Schedule 1 above; then southwestwards along
that western perimeter to the point of- commencement.

Area 49A, as described below, shall be transferred from Swindon CP to
Uckington CP.

.
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That area bounded by a line commencing at the southwest corner of
OS Parcel 8034, as shown on 1973 (A) Microfilm SO 9226, then northeastwards along the existing Swindon CP boundary to the northwest
corner of that parcel; then southeastwards, southwestwards and westwards
along the northern, eastern and southern perimeters of that parcel to the
point of commencement.

Area 49B, as described below, shall be transferred from Swindon CP to
Uckington CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the southeast corner of OS
Parcel 6973, as shown on 1973 (A) Microfilm SO 9226, then northwestwards,
northeastwards and southeastwards along the existing Swindon CP boundary
to the southeast corner of OS Parcel 0006; then southeastwards along
the northern and southwestwards along the eastern perimeters of parcel
6973 to the point of commencement.

Area 50A, as described below, shall be transferred from Swindon CP to
Bishop's Cleeve CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the existing
Swindon CP boundary meets the northwest corner of OS Parcel 0016, as
shown on 1973 (A) Microfilm SO 9327, then eastwards and southwestwards
along that existing boundary to the northwest corner of OS Parcel 0003;
then generally northwestwards and northeastwards along the southern and
western perimeters of parcel 0016 to the point of commencement.
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Area BOB, as described below, shall be transferred from Swindon CP
to Bishop's Cleeve CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the point where the northern
perimeter of Area 47, as described in Schedule 1 above, meets the
southwest corner of OS Parcel 6000, as shown on 1971 (A) Microfilm
SO 9426; then northeastwards, southeastwards and southwards along
the existing boundary of Swindon CP to the point where it meets the
northern perimeter of Area 47 again; then generally northwestwards
along that northern perimeter to the point of commencement.

Area 53A, as described below shall be transferred from Pr.estbury CP to
Southam CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the westernmost point of
OS Parcel 6062, as shown on 1973 (A) Microfilm SO 9525, then generally
northeastwards and southeastwards along the existing Prestbury CP
boundary to the point where it crosses the unnamed stream forming the
southern perimeter of that parcel; then northwestwards along that
stream to the point of commencement.

Area 53B, as described below, shall be transferred from Prestbury CP
to Southam CP.

That area bounded by a line commencing at the easternmost point of
Area 52B, as described in Schedule 1 above; then northeastwards and
southeastwards along the existing Prestbury CP boundary to the point
where it crosses the unnamed stream forming the southern perimeter of
OS Parcel 6062, as shown on 1973 (A) SO 9525; then northeastwards'
along that stream to the point of commencement.

